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PREFACE
The work reported herein was sponsored by NASA through the Atmospheric Effects of
Aviation P, _,ject under the Engine Exhaust Trace Cheraistry Commiaee and managed through the
NASA Lewis Re_earch Center by Mr. Richard Niedzwiecki. NASA, and Dr. Chowen Chou Wey.
Army Research Lab (ARL).
The work reported her,_in was conducted at the Arnold Engineering Developm,,nt Center
(AEDC), Air Force, Materiel Command (AFMC), Arnold AFB, TN. The work was accomplished
by the combined efforts of Sverdrup Technology, Inc. (AEDC Group), NASA Lewis Research Cen-
ter (NASA I.,eRC), Pratt & Whitney (PW), Aerodyne Research, Inc. (ARI), and the University of
Mxssouri-Rolla (UMR). Sverdrup Technology is the test contractor for AEDC, AF,'MC. Arnold Air
Force Base, "1._. Ttne AEDC efforts were performed under Job No. 210t3 at_d coordinated by the Air
Force Pr_ject Manager, Mr. Tnmg Le. In addition to being a major participant, Sverdmp provided
techni.cal coordination among the itwestisative agencies under the direction of Dr. Robert P.
Howard, Principal Investigator and Sverdrup Project Manager. The manuscript was submitted for
publication on .l'uly 19, 1"96.
The major objecti,:e of this report was to-,d¢_cument the results era set of parametric measure-
ments of engine: exhaust emissions conducted on a gas turbine engine in art AEDC simulated alti-
tude test facility. The primary authors were:
l)r. Robert P. ltoward
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Dr. Philllp D. Whitefield
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Mr. Richard Strange
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documentation reported herein is ,artaccumulation of contributions from individuals acknowledged
below and other per,lens too numerous to list. Although participants were a team with contributiol_s
beyond individual responsibilities, primary time/ions a.',scwiatcd with each include:
NASA Project Management Mr. _ichard Niedzwiecki NASA LeRC
Dr. Chowen Chou Way ARI./NASA LeRC
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The National Aeronautics Space Administration (NASA), charged with the responsibilily for
the development of advanced combustor _eehnologies for both subsonic and supersonic aircraft, is
developing a database for assessment of The atmospheric impact of aircraft emi.qsions under the
NASA Atmospheric Effects of Aviation Project (AEAI-'). Quantitative levels of emissions for
various classes of engines are vital inputs m atmospheric models developed for such a,_sessment
programs. In support of the,,e efforts, gaseous and particulate emissions were me_,,ured exiting an
engine containing an annular coml_ustor, representative of modem cornbustor technology. In
addition to emi:;sions at altitude, data were acquired at conditions equivalent zo sea..ievel-static to
assess the validity of extrapolation techniques used to determine altitude emissions from measure-
meats obtained at sea-.level conditions. The combustor size was representafi ve of a 133-178 kN (30-
40,000 Ibf) thn_st commercial engine. Altitude testing was primarily at 0.8 flight Mach number for
simulation of commercial cruise operation. The measurements were performed at Arnold
Enghteering Development Center (AEDC) at simulated altitude conditions ranging from sea-level-
static (SLS) to 15.3 kin. The engine was operated over a range of combustor temperalures and
pressures at ea_:h of several altitudes to provide the atmospheric ruodeling commumty with detailed
|ncasurern0 ats of allitude crnisc emis.,,ions and to provide NASA a set of parametric data that will
provide insight to exhaust emission variations as a function of eombustor parameters and altitude.
Extracti,ee gas and aero,;ol sampling and nonintmsive optical moasnrernent systems were
used to characteri:,.e emi,,sions in the exhaust. This provided independent measurement techniques
for ga_e,_us constituents and peL-mitted comparison of optical nonintntsive diagnostics with the ref-
erence conventional gas extractive methods. Optical techniques included both ullraviolet (UV) and
infrared (IR) for in-situ nc,nint|'usive measurements of gaseous constituents. E:xtractive techniques
included a ';uite of instruments recommended by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) for
measuring gas_x)us species and smc_ke number and a unique particulate sampling system developed
by the University of Missouri-Rolla (UMR). The L'MR system, referred to a.,; ',he M_)bile Aerosol
Sampling System (MASS), is being developed in part through the NASA AEAP b_.'cause the current
indu:;try standard for particulate characterization in jet engine emissions, the "_moke number" tech-
nique, does not provide enough inforrnation to characterize the aerosol emitted. Although useful,
"smoke number" does not provide the es,.ential characteristics: total aerosol and non-volatile aero-
sol concentration, size distribution, and hydration or growth as measured by soluble mass fraction
and critical supersaturation :_pectrum. These data are essential in order Io effectively assess the en-
vironmental impact of particulate engine emissions, since they also represent the input parameters
required by m()dels designed to describe the production and dispersion of engine aerosol emittants
from the combustor, through the exhaust nozzle plane ;o their eventual equilibration with the am-
bient atrnosphere.
Exhaust samples were extracted using a multi-point cruciform rake assembly located near the
engine noz;,le exit plane with the versatility of single-point and multiple-probe averagt: sampling.
Aerodyt_amic pre,_sure and total temperature probes were imetspcrsed among the gas sampling
ASOC-'TR-.%-3
probes along the horizontal arm of the cruciform rake to provide spatial measurements from which
static pressure, static temperature, and exhaust gas velocity profiles were inferred. These measure-
ments were taken near the centerline path of the optical measurement systems and provided flow-
fiekl properties used in the analyses of the optical data.
Independent of exhaust emissions characterization, flight condition and engine performance
parameter,; were monitored by test facility instromentation. Data required for relating emissions
measurements to test conditions and engine performance art'. provided in this report.
2,0 TEST FACILITY AND ENGINE PARAMETERS
This test program measured gaseous and particulate constituents exiting an engine with a _
0.28-m'- mixed tlow exhaust nozzk; area and an annular combustor representative of modern
eombu.';tors in commercial use. The nozz]e was slightly convergent-divergent with an exit radius of
30 cm. The fan (bypass) air for this engine was introduced in an annular flow surrounding the core
tlow upstream of 6_c ;_ozzte exit without forced mixing. The engine was operated from sea-level-
static to 15.3-kre alti!_c_ with a range of power settings from idle to takeoff. "['he engine cycle is
representative of a commercial engine in the thrust category of 133-178 kN (30-40,000 lbf). The
overalt engine pressure ratio was approximately 30:1. The engine was tested at a flight Mach num-
ber near 0.8, except at the 7.6-kin altitude condition where Mach number was set near 0.7. The
aviation fiJel is specified in the accompanying filel analysi_ re.ports prepa;ed by the AEDC
Chemical Lalx2ratory ('table I) and the United States Air Force Aerospace F_el,_ Laborat_ry at
Wright Patterson Air F¢>rce Ba,_e, Ol't (Table 2).
The test facility pro_.,ided air directly to the engine in!ct simulating total temperature and
pressure conditions appropriate for the desired fliglat Mach number and altitude. This testing
metI_od is referred to as a direct-connec, t test configuration. The engine exhaust vented into a 1.66-
m-dicta d_ffuser connected to facility exhaust pumping stations (exhausters) that maintained
simula0.ed-altitude pressures within the test cell. The tesl cell was purged with air to assist engine
cooling, sustain desired ambient pressure, and mirfimize recirculation of engine exhaust gases that
could intetfer,z with opticat naeasurernent_ near the engine exit. A ?.6-cm g_lp between the nozzle
exit and the diffuser inle.t alk_wed optical access to the exhaust flow field.
Ira order to protect the. engine, true sea-level-static conditi(ms are not simulated in altitude test
facilities. The engine inlet total pressure and temperature ¢ot_ditions were consislent with sea-level-
slatic operation, but the ambient test cell pres,,;ure was lower than one atmosphere, a_, noted by a
3.1-km altitude pressure in Table 3. Fur these in_et conditions, the engine l:_erformance, and thus
exhaust emissions, should be representative of sea-level-._,tatic conditions and be fnirly insensitive
to the .,,ubatmospheric test cell pressure at the engine exit plnne.
The test matrix was set by parametrically varying the combustor inlet temperature (T3) or
combu,,tor inlet pre,;_ure (P3) at _imulated SLS and four ¢_ther altitudes. The "1'3 and P3 values
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reported herein are actually compressor di,,charge stagnation temperature and pressure measure-
ments, but closely approxilrlate combustor inlet conditions. Facility and engine purameters for
steady-state operating conditions art _;ummarized in Table 3. For convenience, test ctmditi n,'; are
noted graphically on Fig. I as a function of combustor pressure and temperalure and grouped
according to altitude. Facility air was preconditioned to provide "standard-day" temperatures at the
engine inlet for respective altitudes. Inlet air humidity, affected by the conditioning process, was
monitored using a dew-point hygrometer and reported as dew-point temperaa_re. Fuel/air ratio.'; (by
weight), determined fron_ facility engine perfon'nance me;Jsuremeuts, are given in Table 3 for both
the hot core section and naixed hot core and fan bypass streams. The core fuellair is the ratio of the
filel flow rate to the hot core flow rate, while the mixed fuel/air is the ratio of the fuel flow rate to
the sum of the hc_t core aud fan bypass air flow rates. Data presented in Table 3 were acquired during
steady-state operation of the engine and test facility. Multiple data points acquired during steady-
state condiliens were relatively constant over time and were therefore averaged and reported as a
single value. Clock times are included in the table tc_ document the actual test sequence, _elale
approximate duration per steady-state test c_mdition, and to correlate with data from other
mea_,;urement :;ystems.
3.0 EM|SSI()NS MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
A sui,te of optical and extractive diagno.,,tic instrumentation wag assembled for the emis.,;ions
characterizalion mea:;urements study. These are listed in Table 4 and summarized below. Details of
the respective techniques and applications to this test program are described in the appendices. Fig-
ure 2 illustrates relative measuremen| locations for the optical techniques and probes with re:;pect
t_ the il_let of the test cell diffiJser. The shaded area on the rake assembly illu.,,trates tile extent of
the engine nc,Tzle exit area.
3.1 PROI_E I:IAKE
A cn.leifov'n'_ muhi-point rake was tasecl to obqain exhau._t samples at indi,,idual and combined
spatial locations allowing a mapping of exit plane core, bypass, and intermediate mixed flow
regi=nes. The conceptu;_i design of the rake is i lhnslrated schematically in Appel,li× A along with
probe design details. Two distinct bars mounted 90 des apart formed a cross a.';illuslrated in Fig. 2.
One was mounted vertically and one horizontally with each completely spanning the exhaust flow
field and beyond. The center of the rake, and thus the horizo._tal bar, was 2.54 cm above the
centerline axis of the engine nozzle. The gas sampling pro_s were designed to meet etlnissiol_s
certification test requirements. Since this probe rake system was to eventually be used for multiple
tests on various engine type_, the ga_ sampling probes were spaced equally ,acr_s the rake rather
than at positions correspo_ding to centers of equal area of th='_ex haus_. The gas sampling probes on
each radial _e,:tion of either bar could be "ganged" (valved to a common line) or ._ampled individ-
ually. Individual probe _ampling allowed spatial mapping of the core, bypas._, intermediate partially
mixed flow regimes, and gas recirculatlon regions surromading the exhaust. "(._anged'" operatic_n
provided spatial averages fear selecled regions either within or external to the exhaust fh_w field. Ex-
mm
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ternal measurements quantified concentrations of ga_ recirculation constituents. The vertical bar
contained only gas sampling probes. "l'he horizontal bar of the rake assembly contained alternating
Mach number/Flow Angularity (MFA). stagnation temperature, and gas sampling probes. Probes
were amply spaced to minimize interferences of neighboring probe interactions with the flow field.
The data from the,se probes were used to determine local static temperature, static pressure, and gas
velocity distributions required to analyze optical data for determination of gaseous species cont:en-
tratiorJs and emission indices. The ,probe rake assembly was designed to with'_tand turbine engi_'.e
exhaust conditions over the full range of engine power settings and altitudes .,;pecifit:d for the test
program. The probe r_ke assembly was mounted inside the test cell diffuser with thc longer MFA
probes extended upstream within 7.6 cm of the nozzle exit pl_.ne, thus providing optical access for
non-intrusive diagnoslics between the nozzle exit plane and probe rake assembly.
Two additional probe_, v,'t_rc mounted _o the r_ke body near the center of the exhaust flow
field to provide exhaust gas sample,_ to a McDonnell Douglas CO: analyzer, di:;ctmsed later, and an
AEDC instalment not rebated to thi:, measurement program. Sample lines for these probes were in-
dependent of the gas s_rople distribution system, and thus provided continuous sampk:s to these an-
alyzers with no impact on ether AEDC and UMt_, measurement systems.
The test facility data acquisitinn systems colh:cted data from the temperature, pre._._ure, and
MIZA probes. These data were collected in conjunction with test facility transient and steady-state
engine p(_rfc,n_ance data. Multiple _teady-state data points a_quired during ,3 steadb'-_tate engine
condition were averaged and ate reported in Appendi._ A for each engine condition described m
'Fable 3.
3.2 GAS SAMPLING A.NI__ SMOKE
The gas sampling system is similar to systems used for commercial aircraft (mgine emissions
certification test.in_, excepl for the effects of equally spaced sampling, probes on spatial averages of
the exhaust. Gas samples collected at the rake (i 2 cm downstream _f the nozzle exit plane) were
passed through heated lines to a sampk; distribution system that allowed _ny combination of probe
samples to be dir_cted to the gas analyzer systems. This allowed single- and multipl_;-point
measurements within the exhaust flow field or recirculation regi_m surrounding the exhaust flow
field. As necessary during the test period, _ ,,rainless-steel metal bellows pump was valved in line
between the sample distribution system _md gas analyzers to raise the sample pressure slightly
above atmospheric pressure, a requirement for gas analyzer operation.
A suite of analyzers was used to measure concentrations of gaseous constituents which are
repc)rted in percent or papts per _nillion by volume, ppmv. Non-dispersive infrmcd analyzers (dry)
were _ased to measure concentrations of CO and CO2, a chernilu|ninescence analyzer (dry) for
concentrations of lqO, the. same analy/er (dry) using a_ in-line catalytic converter for concentra-
tions c_fNO,, a flan_e ioniz_mon detector (wet} for concentrations of total hydrocarbons _THC), and
a paramagnetic analyzer (dry) for oxygen. Dry indicates that the samples were passed through a gas
!0
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sample dryer before entering the analyzer. A cold mirror dew-point hygrometer was u_ed for real
time monitoring of dryer efficiency. This hygrometer was independent of the one used to monitor
the humidity of facility air supplied to the inle! of the engine.
The method of carbon balance was used I_ determine fuel/air ratio m_d combustion efficiency
fiom the measured concentrafi,ms. This also produced estimates of exhaust t-t20 and 02- Thus, O:
concentration_ were both inferred from carbon balance and measured. Also, emission indices (de-
fined as mass of constituent per 1000 pounds of filel) were calculated and are presented for each
gas .,;ampling data point.
An S;AE smoke rnet_:r was used for measurements of smoke am[ are _.'_orted as smoke
number. ]-[oweveJ:, due to lengthy sampling time.," _.several minutes) requirc,_ vcr smoke number
mea:;urcment, only fi_ree were performed thrc_ughout the test period.
Data were t_btained ovel the full set of test conditions at altitudes ranging flora equivalent
SL,S to over 15 km and engine, power levels from idle m takeoff. Spatial averages were obtained
fiom combinations of sampling probes within the extent of the exhaust flow field: each radial an'n
of the horizontal and 'vertical bars, full horizontal and vertical bars, and the full cruciform
(hori.zontal and verti.cal bar combined). Spatial profiles were obtained by sampling individual
probes of each bar. Real.-time comparisons of vertical and horizontal species concentration profiles
and spatial averages earl,,' in the test period confirmed symmetry and gave confidence in
rc'pr_,'sentative sampling from either the horizontal or vertical bar. Thereafter, the horizox_tal bar was
prhnarily assigned to the conventional gas sampling system which permitted n_or¢ direct
comparisons with da_.a fr_ml non-intrusive optical techniques, while the vertical rake was as,_igned
t_ the IJMR..MASS (describexl L',elow) for simultaneous particulate characterization. Sharing the
fake in this manner sub,;tantiaily decreased data acquisition time per test condition and permitted
data to be obtained at several test conditions that would not haw:. been possible otherwise.
The eon_plete set of emissions data obtained over the test period are prcsc'nted ;n Aplx-'.ndix
B alcmg with corresponding engine performance data required for data analysis. These data will I:,e
summarized in Section 4.0.
3.3 OPTICAL NON-INTRUSIVE TECI1NIQUES
Optical nor_-intrusive techniques provide measuremen(s of gaseous species concentrations
indcpcndem of e×tractive probe sampling methods and thus a means for comparison of ,he,;e
techniques. These optical techniques rely on a measure of sff.'ctral transmittance (of a known well-
charact¢.rized radiation source) through the exhaust flow field and a characterization of the
dlermodynamic propertie_ along the opdcal path. Radial profiles of static _emperature, .,;tatie
pressure _, and radial a.nd axial components of flow velocities provide information for determination
of the slatistical population distribution of molecul'lr energie,,, line t>roadenin_ and shilling, and fi)r
{l_e present data, mas_ flux for conversion of molc,cular densities to emission indices. These
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properties were inferred from probe measuremevts as discussed ea_rlier. ,,also, an analysis of oplical
transmittance data acquired at a single radial position requires an assumption on the :¢patial distri-
bution of the spc_cies along the optical path, whereas radial inversion of mea,,urements at multiple
radial positions L-cmoves this requirement for radially symmetric flows,
The optic;d measurements were performed within the 7.6-crn gap between the engine nozzle
exit and test cell diffuser. Figure 2 illustrates the optical beam paths relative t_ the entrance plane
of the diffuser and _pproximate extent of the engine exhaust flow field.
Aerodyne Research, Inc. (ARI) tlsed coincident infrared tunable diode laser (IR-TDL) beams
for measurements of NO, NOz, CO_, _tnd H:O concentrations along an optical path through the
center of the plume. The "T'DL system allowed simul_aneou:_ operation of two lasers with an option
to switch one laser with a third. The i_'_erchange required only a few minutes, making data
acquisition possible for all species d_Jring loJ_g duration steady-state engine test conditions, but
restricting measurements to NO, H_O. and NO, or CO: for many test condition,,. Optical mirrors
were used to guide the IR beam through _n optical window into the test cell, along a purged path to
the vicinity of the nozzle exit, across the exhaust flow field to a retr,_-reflector, ;.andlhen Irace a
similar path back to the. TI)L system dle_ectors. The optical window wag calcium fluoride with a l-
des wedge to suppres:_ interference fringes. The ._pectral data, analysis process, ,_nd result.,; are
presented in Appendix D.
AEDC perfonned _pcctral UV t_bsorption mear,urt'ments using both NO-resonan_,:_ and
continuum lamps through several, cholds of the exhaust flow field ;rod the surrounding recirculation
gas region for determination of radial NO number density profiles. As illustrated in Fig. 2, optical
fibbers were used to convenic.ntly transmit lamp raclialion into the test cell and back out to the
spectromt;ter!detector for each system. Inside the test cell, radiation exiting a lamp fiber was co|li-
mated, transmitted across _.he exhau.qt flow field to a mirror, and reflected back thr<angh the exhaust
to the spectromc, ter/detector fiber, l..ine-of-sight (LOS) measurements at multiple radial positions
were performed using .,dido tables to traverse the optical beam from the purged tnbe position to the
centerline of the exhat_gt flow field. This provided spex'tral transmittance rneasurement,; at radial
positions within the exhaust and surrounding gas-recirculadon region fox each engine test
condition. A line-by-line radiative transfer m_xlel, calibrated and verifie:d by I_boratory measure-
meets, was used to relate measured transmittances at the second bandhead of the NO gamm;l (O,0)
band to NO number density. An "onion peel" radial inversion technique was used in conjunctiott
wi_h the rs_diative transfer model In determine radial NO nunlber density profile:; from the measured
radial transmittance profi!es. This provided a measure of NO density in the gas-recirculation region
surrounding the exhaust flow field, and ihus self-correct_;d for molecular NO absorption along LOS
optical paths out_ide the exhaust flow field. Radial profiles of number density (cm '_) were convert-
ed to profiles of fraction;d concentratinn (ppmv) and to NO emis.qion indices. These data and
processes are pn.-sented in Appendix C,
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Addilionally, AEDC used a frequency-scanned IJV-laser system for measurements of OH
number derJsity along a fi×ed optical path, a._ i!!ustrated in fig. 2. "the laser beam wa._ transmitted
into the test cell through a single-mode optical fiher. On exiting the fiber, the beam was split with
a portion directed [o a refcrei_ce de_ector and the _emainder directed through the exhaust flow field
to the OIl absorption detector. The resolution of the laser system allowed .spectral detail of ._ingle
OH absorption lines. These data are presented in Appendix F.
Comprehensive data are given in respective Appendices for each optical lechnique. The
emis.,:ion indices for NO are summarized in Section 4.2 and compared to probe ,,arnpling data.
3.4 PARTtCIJLATES AND AEROSOLS
Appendix E conlain._ details on 1.he pa;t_culate and aerosol characleriT;_tior_ .,;ystem em-
ployed in this study-the Umversity of Mi_souri-Rolla Mobile Aerosol Smnpling System
(MASS). A brief overview of the system is given here. For this test, the MASS was divided into
two work stations. The first, located close to the extractive s;ampling probe ._election maaifolds,
was used in conjunction with lhe extracd ve sampling system to acquire total condensation nuclei
(CN) ¢oncentralions for all aerosols in real time and to fill and pre,;st_rize sample tanks. Exhaust
samples were delivered to the MASS from individual and ganged (multiple) probe sources. An
isobaric cooler for supersaturation pulse simulation, a laser aerosol spectrometer for re;_l-time
large diameter aerosol measurements (diameters from 1.0 to 30 (!am)), and a needle-to.-grid elec--
mc precipitator for aero:;ol collection on electron rnic_roscope grids, were also located at the first
work station. ]'he second work gtation consisted of two Electrostatic Aerosol Classifiers (EAC.'s)
configured in series. With this system the lank samples taken at the first work _,,tati_m were ana-
lyzed for size distribution and growth oral/or hydration (critical supersamrali<m) information for
aero_;ols in lhe submicron range, 10 nm to 500 ran. Comprehensive data presented in Appendix
E are summarized in Section 4.3.
4.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
As menlioned t:arlier, the engine had a mi xed fl(_w exhaust with the hot care and fan bypass
air exiting the same tailpipe. The degree, of rnixhlg ol" the lwo flow ._lream_ was not known before
the test Table 5 surnrnarize', the data oblaint'd flora each of the conventional extractive gas
analyzers al each engine set point. "the gas sampling data proselyted in the summary lane are spatial
averages m,.-asured on the horizonlal bar of the rake syslem, which more directly compare to optical
measnrements. "l't_e summarized MASS dala are typical of particle and aerosol emission measure-
moots fvr each engine condilion and were obtained primarily on the veilical bar of the rake assem-
bly. "l'his section of the report provides an overview of the results. "l'he reader, again, is directed to
respective append ices for more complete data and detailed discu._sions.
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4.1 GAS SAMPLING DATA
Figure 3 shows the :_patial CO2 concentration (percent by volume) distribution measured at
individual probes along the horizontal bar for T3 --:733 K at tile 9. [ -kin altitude, a condition typical
for a, ,._gine on a commercial aircraft operating at cruise conditions. Radia_ positions arc" normal-
izc_l to tile nozzle exit radius, Re -- 30 cm, so that the nozzle centcrline is located at R/Re = 0. The
fi_el burned on a molar basis is the sum of the moles of the species containing all of the carbon
atoms. Thus, neglecting carbon emitted in the form of particulates and trace chemical species, the
COt c(mcentration is directly related to the local fuel/air ratio. As indicated in Fig. 3, CO2
concentrations are high over the central regior_ of the exhaust, comprised mainly of h_t core flow,
and drop off toward the outside where the fan air mixes with the core flow. At the outer edges of
the exhaust, the flow is predominantly cooler fan bypass air. This is consistent with what one
expects for a mixed flow exhaust with no forced mixing. The slight decrease in CO_ at the center of
the flow is e_pected based on th(_ thermal design profile of the combustor e×it. The radial profile
data from the horizontal bar show good spatial symmetry about the ce.nterline of the nozzie.
Figure 4 is the corresponding NO concentration profile for the same engine condition. The
shape is similar to the CO, profile and again exhibiting good radial symmetry. The NO emission
index, El(NO), is proporlional to the m¢io _)f the NO concentration and fuel flow rate (CO_
concentmlion). The radial profiic, of EI(NO), reported a_ NO2, is presented in Fig. 5. The E'I(NO)
profile is flal across the t:ntire radial extent of the exhau._t. Thi_ behavior is consistent with
uniform engine core flow. Most of the variation in both NO and CO2 concentration profiles is
toward the. oaten'host regions of the tailpipc radiu,;, and this variation is attributed to dilution of the
core flow with fan bypass air. The limited scatter exhibited in the data indicates that both the engine
and gas sampling system were stable and did not exhibit temporal variations for the duration of an
engine test condition pe.riod. This stability was further substantiated by small variations in repeated
data point._ during selected engine test conditi_ms throughout the test program.
The gas sarnplin[_ profite data obtained on the horizontal and vortical bars for this and other
engine test conditions are presented in Appendix B. Profiles for each constituent measured by the
gas sampling system were radially symmetric and well behaved. This indicates lhal the gas
sampling data could serve a:¢ a valid reference for comparisons of the species concentrations
determined from optical techniques.
Fuel/air ratios (by weight) were calculated for each gas ,,;ample data point u.,;ing the method
of carbon balance. The fuel carbon-to-hydrogen ratio used in the calculations wa._ obtained from
the flJel analysi._. The sampling (carbon baianc:e) fuel/air ratios arc'. given in Table 5 for h(_rizontal
bar averages corresponding to each test condition, and arc compared to the engine performance core
and mixed fi_el/air rations in Fig. 6. As expected, _he sample fuel/air ratios are lower than the c_re
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fiJel/air and greater than mb;ed fuel/air ratios. A sampling bar with equally spaced probes (rather
than at positions of equal area) across the extent of the exhaust of a mixed flow engine should give
a fi_el/air ratio lower than the core fuel/air ratio due to sampling of some fan bypass air. Also, the
sampling fuel/air ratio should be higher than the fully mixed fuel/air ratio since the equally spaced
samples bias the average toward the core. The sampZing fuel/air ratios do fall closer to the core fuel/
air than the fully mixed fuel/air. Figure 6 comparisons again indicate that the engine and
instmmentatio_ operated in a consistent manner throughout the test period.
Figure 7 summarizes El(NO) versus combu._tor inlet temperature (T3) for all test conditions,
again presenting only horizontal bar averages. Of interest is the v_riation of El(NO) as a function of
altitude. At each altitude, the El(NO) increases monotonically with increasing T3, while for any
given "!"3.El(NO) decreases with increasing altitude (decreasing P3). Figure 8 shows the pressure
effect on El(NO) for lines of constant 3"3. Preliminary curve fits of these data indicate that at constant
Y3, EI(T',_O) varies as .173raised to a power in the range of 0.3 to 0.5. These trends are consistent with
existing correla.tious ba_ed on theoretical and rig data measured on other test programs.
Figure 9 is a correlation of NO, versus NO concentrations for all engine test conditions.
Variation in the concentration ratio NO/NO, is small. For all data measured. NO cnncentrations
were on average 93 percent of the NO,. b: should be..noted here that while bott_ NO and NO_ were
measured by the same instn_ment, measurements were always sequential and the sample passed
through a catalytic converter for' measurements of NO_. The small amount of scatter about the linear
curve fit of the data shown in Fig. 9 is indicative of the high level of engine and instrumentation
stability at each engine test condition.
The International Civil Avia.tion Organization (ICAO) requires, for purposes of regulatory
compliance of cornmercial ¢:ngine_;. the n_ea,_urt:ment and reporling of gaseous polh_tants in ten'us
of Or./P_,,. The proper calculation and parameters involved are describt:d in Volume II of the
International Standards 'rod Recommended Practices. "Environmental Protection," Annex 16 to
the Convention of International Civil Aviation. D 6,is the mass of the gaseous pollutant u.mitted
during the reference ernissicms landing and take-off (LTO) cycle. F_,_ is the maximum power/
thrust available for take..off under normal operating conditions at International Standard Atmo-
sphere (as defined in the manual, Dt_cument 7488) SLS conditions. These are the: atmospheric
conditions to which all eng.ine performance data should be corrected. The sea-level-static NO,
data were corrected to Annex 16 reference specification.,; and applied to the performance condi-
tions and LTO cycle of a midsize ¢o|'nmerci,'d engine of the 133-kN (30,000 Ibf) thrust class. The
subsequently calculated NO, I)_/F,_ for a one engine characteristic value (gtkN) is shown in Fig.
I0 in relation 1o other late _nodel engines. This calculation was for a pseudo-ccmlparison of this
engine with other engines opecating in tl_e current fleet. Data for a true Dr/F,,, were beyond the
scoptz of th_s te.st program.
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Figure 11 shows El(CO) determined from horizontal bar measurements of CO con_ntrations
for all engine test conditions. The El(CO) le,.'els are highest for idle and off-idle engine power
settings, represented by the lowest T3 values in the figure. Except for the idle conditiong, El(CO)
low:Is were very low. For fixed T3 settings, El(CO) appears to increase wiih altitude which is
especially evident flom data at the highest altitude (15.2 kin).
Figure 12 summarizes the EI(THC) for all engine test conditions. In general the data are
within the zero scatter (range of readings for cleat+ air) of the instrument. At the lowest T3 there is
an indication that EI('I"FIC) increased slightly, but the concentration levels were too low to make
definiti ve statements.
The `,moke meter, recomrnended by _:M], was used to measure smoke from the engine (luring
three high power points. The data are presented in the summary sheet,'Fable 5. Smoke was basically
not measurable. All smoke numbers were less than 1.5, which is within the zero scatter (range of
readings for clean a_r) of this lechnique.
4.2 COMPARISON OF OPTICAL AND GAS SAMPLING DATA
Species nt_mber densities, and subsequently concentrations, were deduced from the optical
technique measurements. Thermodyilamic properties along the optical paths were p_ovided by
probe measurements as discussed earlier. Further, emission indices were determined for respective
species concentrations u_il_g exhaust velocity profiles inferred from probe measurements and fuel
flow rate,, from test facility engine performance data.
LIV re.,;onanct; ;_nd continuum absorption rnea_urement._ were performed at all engine test
conditions. The resonance absorption system provided a measure of NO density over the full range
of test condition.,;, wherea_ the le_s sensitive continuum system did not exhibit absorption features
at tc.st conditions with I,west NO concentrations. Preliminary analysis of the continuum ahsorption
data indicated general agreement with resonano_, absorption results, but greater uncertainty. A
complete analysis of the: continuum absorption data will be published at a later date. The following
discussions will be iestricted to [.IV resonaflce absorption data.
UV re,.on;race absorption memsurentents at multiple lines of sight allowed NO density
determination without assuming spatial NO concentration profiles tzfore the amdysis. P,adial inver-
_,donsperformed on the optical UV measurements through several chords of the e×haust flow and sur-
rounding J:ecirculation ga,, gave radial NO number density (cm -._) profile_ for each engine test
condition. For more direct comparisons with the gas sampling data profiles, these densities were con-
verted to volumetric fractions (ppmv) using static flow-field properties inferred from probe rake data
and the ideal gas law. Comparisons with probe sampling data (Appendix C) show that NO concentra-
lion pro)files determiJ_ed by UV measurements within the exh;mst region m'¢ similar in shape but with
somewlmt lower peak levels. Greatest differem'¢s were observed at simulated sea-level-static engine
test condifion._. UV and probe sampling NO concentratic_ns agreed well for tt)e gas-recirculation
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region, both showing appreciably greater NO concentrations (relative to exhau._t levels) for the sea-
level-static condition.
NO-UV concentration profile comparison._ were limited to the few test conditions for which
probe sampling radial profile data were available. For comparisons over all engine te_t conditions.
emission indices were calculated fiom NO-UV resonance absorption concentration profiles using
exhaust flow velocity profiles derived from the rake data and fuel flow rates measured by test facil-
ity in,.trumentation. El(NO) data, reported as equivalent NO_, are presented in "fable 5. UV El(NO)
data are in good agreement with probe sampling data. matching well within respective uncertainty
bands. However, NO-UV El(NO) tended to be lower (but not consistently) throughoul the test pe-
riod.
An engineering statistical an_alysis process was applied to dete.rmine confidence bands with
respex:t to measurement precision. The variance-covarianee vnatrix develeped for a sel of radial
profile transmittances took into account codependency on lamp reference spectra, curve-fit
correction factors, and the: linear smoothing algorithm. This process i)roduced one--._igma variancex
for NO number density _t e_,ch radial location per set of data. Overall, uncert_inty in NO number
density per rzdial loc_.tion for several test conditions investigt_ted ranged from _+6 to _+18 percent,
with the greater uncerlainties observed for data acquired during higher engine power ,_ettings at the
simulated SLS condition. Statistical uncertainty at radial positions in the surrounding gas-
recirculation region rangt.d from +15 to +25 per_ent. Extending the statistical analysis to emission
indices caleulalions, uncertainty eanged from +7 to :J:13 percent when not accounting for
uncertainty in exhaust radial velocity profile,;. It should be noted that absorption in the (0,0) band
was fairly insensitive to static temperature and pressure, and thus contributed little to the
uncertainty in NO number density. However, uncertainly in velocity, especially near the outer edge
where abrupt change.,; were not quaratifiable from the sparse rake measurements, increased the
reporled uncerr;a.inly in emisr;ion indices.
This test program has provided the first comprehensive set of simultaneous UV resonance
absorption n:nd probe sampling data for direct comparisons of NO concentrations since ex_en_dve
studies performed in the late 1970's, The results reported here substantiate fi)r a wid_ range of
engine exhaust condition5 that agreement will b_ achieved if probes are designed properly for the
exhaust flow-field condition:_, and proper measuJ'ement procedures are followed. Additionally, UV
resonance absorption measurements performed in this test program demonstrate the mi_turity and
robustness of this me_surement system tier turbine exhaust applications in harsh environments of
allitude engine test facilities. Ab;o, the use of fiber optics, a relatively simple traversing system, and
linear array detectors s;ign ificantly decreases the _;ystem complexity and increas;e._ _y._tem reliability
for ,neasurement applicat ions.
The NO emission index values, given in "Fable 5 for the three techniques, !1(, UV, and gas
sampling, ,_re plotted in Figs. J3 through 17 for respective altitude,_ and displayed as functions of
combustor inlet ternp_;rature, T3. (In these figures, the dotled lines simply serve to eonnecl poin¢._
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and indicate changes in ordering of the three values.) The.' considerations involved in assig_hlg
uncertainty bars for each diagnostic technique are discussed in the appendices devoted to each
measurement method. The widths of _he uncertainty bar caps on the plots are different to help
distinguish which uncez'tainty applies to each technique: the width is least for the gas sampling
EI(NO), and largest for the IR diode laser absorplion EI(NO).
All three techniques display similar trends anti agree within their uncertainty limits. No
systematic ordering among the values fi'om the three methods is seen, even at levels wilhin the error
limits. In Fig. 14, El(NO) for the higher engine power points in the sampling data se_ at 7.6 km seem
to have ux_resolvable issues and have been omitted. As discussed in detail in the appendices, both
spectroscopic methods derive emission indices from computations of mass fluxes of the chemical
speeie._ of interest, a computatio_a that required exhaust flow properties obtained from probe rake
measurements. There i,,;the potential for systematic errors in these conversions tff number densities
to emission indices, which might apply more or less equally over an entire altitude data set. It can
be seen from an examination of lhe full IR diode laser _bsorption data set in Appendix l.) that in
addifon to the agreement with NO measurement techniques, neither the H._O nor the CO2 emission
indice.,, are systematically lower or higher than their theoretical values. The largest diffeTences
appear in the comparison of NO_ value.q, to which we now tum.
Nitrogen species other than NO and NO, were not measured by fl_e extractive ga,,; analysis
(sa_lpliug) syslem. The probe sampling values for NO: concentrations, and thus El(NO2), were
derived from the difference of NO and NO, mea,,urements with an implied assumption that no other
nitrogen oxide species contribute to the NO_ measuremenl. On the other han0, measurements cf
NO2 concentrations by IR..TDL absorption are direct and no inferences are required. However, as
discus!;e_A in det_il in Appendix C, ttle spectral region for this measurement has NO, and tt20 lines
that are. overlapped, such that a direct determination of the baseline (zero absorption) is not possible.
Therefore, uncertainties may be large for IR. measurements of NO 2 concentrations as well. IR
me;:_suremcnts of NO, we_ made at only six engine test conditions, whereas the sampling measure-
meats provide El(NO:) values for almost the entire range of engine conditions.. A quantity that is
expected to more directly ,,'.orrelale With engine conditions is lhe ratio of EI(NO2) to total EI(NO,).
ttowever, even for this r;_tio, variations between altitude data sets are such that at present the
clearest trend is seen by plottil_g dala for all altitudes a_d looking at the ratio as a function of'1"3.
This plot, presented in Fig. 18, shows the NO2 fractions for all but idle (lowest T3) conditions to be
grouped around n canonical value of 0.1, with NO_ at idle being substantially larger. Ratios hetwemn
comparable cases lot IR al_d sampling measure, meats range from I to 3. Ratios of absolutt; EIfNO_)
determined fi-om IR attd probe sampling nleasurements for the three lower altit_des with T3 = 733
K _re 1.34, 1.23, _md 1.03, agreeing well within the tmcerlainty limits. For two 15.2-kin cases, the
IR/samplhlg ratios of El(NO;) are 2 and 3, and/or the 9.l-kin idle ease (where large differences
exist for other ,,pecies), the ratio is 2.5.
An important aspect is the first-time demonstration of the viability of the |R-TDI. technique
to obutin high-precision, high-resoh_ticm infrured absorption spectral m_m,;_rements of an aircraft
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engine exhaust over an extensive test period. Prior to the application of this technique to an earlier
AEDC test, there was concern as to whether plume effects on the laser bez, n would allow
measurements at all. Prior to the present test, it was still not certain that optical surfaces inside the
test cell would remain clean and properly aligned. The harsh optical environment (including water
spray, oil fumes, and high vibration and noise levels in the test ceil) was not detrimental to
providing quality measurements throughout the entire test period.
The vi.ability of the TDt, technique for exhaust measurements demonstrated in this test
prograrn nleans that it can be further developed to give high-sensitivity measurements of
concentrations of a wide variety of trace (and major) species, ,;ome of which have yet to be
measured in exhausts by any technique. As implemented in this test, its ability to produce quan-
titative values tbr exhaust species concentrations and emission indices is dependent on
characterization of the optical path plume properties provided by other independent measure-
meats, such as the probe rake measurements of temperature, pressure, and velocity. Other imple-
mentations" of the TDL technique are possible, such as the use of multiple lines of sight (as wa,:
done with the UV mea,mrcmen_s of NO), multiple absorption lines of a single chemical species
to determine temperature, and the possibility of choosing lines of trace and major species with
the same dependency on temperature and pressure, so that trace species emission measurernents
could be self-referencing in the way that sampling measurelnents now determine El(NO)and
El(NO0 by referencing to measured CO_ concentrations.
The OH laser absorption instrumentation perforated well throughout the test period. The laser
system was isolated from the direct noise and vibration of the test cell by using a 30-m fiber oplie
cable to locate the laser in the basement of the test facility. The detectors and optics mounted inside
_he test cell survive(] the harsb test environment. The exhaust OH concentrations, however, were
below the lowest detectable concentr;ation for the exhaust coTlditionx, I (_ cm '_. The laser was tuned
to several OH lines throughout the test period, but :;pectral absorption features were never observed.
Throughout the test period, the laser be_m wa_; intermittently redirected through a discharge lamp
containing OH, which verified functionality of the system and ensured that the: spectral scanning
ran_;e was tuned to an OH line. Even thou_;h (')It was; nol quantified, an upper limit concentration
was determined.
4.3 PARTICULATE AND AEROSOL CtlARACTERIZATION
The UMR MASS was employed to characterize the aerosol emissions over the range of
engine flight conditions &;scribed in this report. These data characterize the aerosol generated in
the engine and that continued to exist at a distance e,f 12 cm d_wnst_eam of the exit plane of the
engine exhaust nozzle. This is tt_e first database of its kind and provides particulate characterization
(i,e., total concentration, aerosol, number- and mass-based emission indices, aerosol (soot) volume
fraction, total aerosol and non-volatile aerosol size distrihutions and hydration (soluble mass
fraction)) for such a cruise sitnulafion. Using calculation techniques discussed in Appendix E, the
mean aerosol numbt:r-based emission index calculated from all measurements is (2.2:1: 0.7) × 10_._;
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the associated mean mass-based emission index is 0.012 +_0.001, (where the quoted uncertainty in
both cases is the standard deviation of the mean). There is no strong correlation between emission
index and thrust (measured as CO: concentration), altitude or combustor inlet temperature (T3) and
pressure (P3). However, there appears to be a correlation between combustion efficiency and
aerosol emission index observed from the grotmd idle data points, where elevated emission indices
for aerosols, CO, and unburned hydrocarbons are recolded. The particle concentrations ,'rod
emission indices measured in this test program were small compared with those measured on other
aircraft engines using the UMR MASS. This correlates welt with the extremely small smoke
numbers reported in this ._tudy. Typical size distributions are log-normal and peak in the vicinity of
20- to 40-nm diameter. The volatile component of the aerosol is measured to be small anti in most
cases can be considered negligible. Most of the ground testing to date usin_z the MASS approach
has shown similar log-normal dis:tributions and small volatile components for a range of current
engine cmffig, urations. A review of the ,,;oot inception literature indicates that aggregates of
individual soot spheroids are usually found in probe-collected samples; it is generally assumed that
the ;aggregates are formed durihg cornbustion as well. Electron micrographs of particles, which we
have sampled by el_uztroscopic precipitation from other combustion sources, ¢1o _,how aggregate
_:haracter, with "fractai dimension vat3.'ing with combustion conditions. Thi_, characteristic of
exhaust parliele rnorphology wanants further study since it can influence the particulate's evolution
in the atmosphere. A research project in which the MASS approach is combined with electron
microscopy and optical analy,,;ig of soot particles extracted from the primary combustion zones of
laboratory flames would yield insight on the nature and influence of soot morphology in engine
particulate emission characeerization,
A complete listing of the particulate characterization data on which this .,;ummary of resuhs
is based cm_ be found in Appendix E.
As pat'( of the aeros_l measurc.mcnt component of this project, a CO_ detector designed and con-
structecl by McDonnell Douglas wa,q evaluated. The results were in excellent agreement with the
AEI3C gas sampling data, and the device will bc u._ed in conjunction with the UMR MASS for
determination of emi._sion indicc,_ directly in future ground tests.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
ThL,; measurement program produced a comprehensive set of (laln (hal provides measure-
meats of gaseous and particulate emissions at simulated sea-level-static and altitude conditions
including cruise operation. This 6atabase can be used for atmospheric assessment studies,
comparison t)f optical (IR. and UV) non-intrusive diagnostics and conventional extractive gas
sampling methods, and parametric measurements for SLS to altitude extrapolation st:".ties.
Data from the gas samplin,g sy._tem indicated trends _'ith parametric variation in combustor
inlet pressure and _'emperature 'is _;xpecte.:l. Most variations observed in the ,,patial emissions
distribmions were in the outer regions of the exhaust flow and result from fan bypass air mixing
1,
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with the engine core air stre_m. The emission indices showed little spatial variation. The gas
sampling data should serve as a good reference data set for evaluation of the innovative optical
techniques, also applied as a part of this test program.
The optical line,-of-sight non-intn]sive techniques provided chemical species concentration
measurements independent of the probe sarnpling measurements. Overall agreement of th _.data
collected from these indepen&.'nt measurement systems throughout the test period substantiates
accuracy within respective uncertainty limits. Additionally, highly repeatable measurements during
steady-state teat conditions from all measurement systems provide evidence of engine operation
stability, spatial uniformity, anti radial symmetry of the exhaust_
The I R-q'DL system performed reliably tl_rough(_ut the test period, providing a large body of
data on NO, NO2, CO,, and H;O concentrations, The method used to interpret observed infrared
absorption optical depths (using a model of the single nonuniform line of sight) produced trace
species emissic_n index values that agree with the other mea_uren_ent techniques to within expected
mlcertaimy limits, as well as major species emission indices that ;agree with theoretical values with-
in sirni]ar limits.
The NO-.UV resoi_ance absorption technique with multiple LOS rnea._urt'ments acros,; the
exhaust flow field provided radial profiles of NO concentrations slightly lower but in g.oed agree-
mcnt wiih radial I'_rofile_ measured using single-point probe sampling. A_reement was achieved
even in the surrounding gas-recirculation re,,ion. Emission indices agreed over all test conditions,
well within uneerlainty limits for respective mea,,uremenl techniques.
Attempts at direct measurements of OH concentrations were unsucces,,ful due to nozzle exit
OH concentrations below 10 u cm -_, the detectable limit for the laser system as configured for these
test programs. However, this measurement establishes an upper bound on OI-t concentration for
these, test_ which is impoaant information for near-field plume interaction ,',tudies. Also, since
accurate OH concentration prediction model._ are nm avail,_ble, these results provide design criteria
for developing accurate chemical mechanisms for OH production in turbine engine exhausts and
designing experimental !;imulations of the_e environments.
It is imp,:_rlant to note that e_.ch optical measurement sys_.. :._ produced precise and repeatable
spectral data; individually predicteA overall consistent trends; and agreed wit;,in stated uncertain-
ties of each instrument and probe sampling _echnique. Although ii_e uncertainties were reasonably
low, the grcratest uncertainty cc_ntribution was attributed to the characterization of the optical path
properties v'equired to deduce densities and emi';sion indices for respectivt; species.
The follc_wing major conclu:_ions can be deduced from the aerosc_l char_cterization data. The
engine studied in thi.,_test is repre,,;entadve of most of the engines characterized in ground tests, to
date, with this approach. Namely, the nature of the size distributions, being log-normal, is typical,
as is the mean sir.t' of the distribution and its width. The third paramt'ter ch_lracterizing a log-normal
21
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distribution, the total nwnber _f particles, is the lowest measured for any engine characterized to
date. The similar result for smoke number measured for this engine suggests a correlation exists
between smoke number and particle emission iudcx, at least in the case where these numbers are
small. In addition, the voiatile component of the particles is small. This is also consistent for other
ground-based meastlremen_s where the sampling probe was kwatcd less than i m from the exit
plane of the exhaust nozzle.
The particle emission indices were not determined to be strongly dependent on either fuel/air
ratio (as measured by CO_ concentration), altitude, or combustor inlet pressure or temperature.
Based on the limited data .,;el:for the ground idle condition, where the engine combustion efficiency
is at it._ lowest, there appear._ to be a_ inverse rele.'ionship between lhe particle emission index and
combustion efficiency. The implications of this result with respect to, our understanding of particle
production as a function of engine performance warrant further investigation. The apparent absence
of aggregates in the particulate emissions detected with the MASS raises interesting and critical
queslions with respect, to our understapding of the soot formation process and/or the ability of the
MASS methodology to account for thcir presence.
Overall, this emission test prc,gram exceeded expeclations in the quantity of data and engine
test conditions achieved for the: limited test period. The test demonstrated the viability of several
diagnostic technique.,; to characterize critical ernis:dons parameters of interest and thus provid .
comprehen_;ivc set of turbine _missions data to the scientific community for aviation impact
assessments on atmospheric chemistry. Furlher measurement programs will be required to develop
a eoraprehensive database spanning all classes of engines in current and lruture aviation fleets.
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Table 1. AEDC Fuel Analysis Report
Labora(ory
Analysis
Method
ASTM (I) D2382
ASTM D2382
ASTM D3701
ASTM D3828
5"AS'I'M D40_ 2
L.abo_a(ory Test
Heat of Combustion, btu/lbm Gross
Heat of Combustion, btutlbm Net Min.
Hydrogen Coment, percent by
Flash Point, °F
a ty-i C 4c; ......pecific Gr vi |5 I , Min.-Max
@ 60°F/4°C
@ 100°F/4°C
: ---v ....
Vi._co';ity @O°F, cs
70°F, cs
150°5, cs
TO (2142B-1-1 Free Water, PPM, max
....... 1 ..... =--_ -
(':_ Amertcan So¢iely for Testing and Malenal_
Ol Air Force "Iechmeal f)rder
L,aboratoryResults
Pretest
1981a.6
18544.7
___.-J ....
13.92
144
08147
0.7985
2.159
1.114
0
Midtest
19818.0
18547.2
13.93
143
0.8147
0.7986
5.'723
2.163
I.!15
0
Posttest
i9820.8
! 8550.0
13.93
145
0.8148
0.7987
5.730
2.165
1.117
0
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Table 2. USAF Aerospace Fuels Laboratory Fuel Analysis Report
Laboratory Analysis Method
_t "-
__ i
ASTM* D4176
ASTM D3242
AS'I'M D_.319
ASTM D1319
ASTM 1)322"7
ASTM D4294
ASTM D86
4..
ASTM [)93
ASTM D1298
ASTM D2386
ASTM D445
ASTM D3338
ASTM D3343
AS'FM D1322
ASTM D 130
Laboratory Test
Workmanship
Total Acid Number, mg KOH/g
Aromatics, percent vol
Oiefins, percent vol
Mercaptan Sulfur, percent wt
Total Sulfur, percent wt
i
Distillation IBP, °C
10 percent
20 percent
50 percent
90 percent
EP
Residue, percent vo!
Loss, percent vol
Flash Point, _C
Gravity, AP1
Freezing Point, °C
Viscosity _'-20_C, cs
Heat of Combustion, MJ/kg
Hydrogen Contenq, percent wt
R_.t_ i • --.,
Smoke Point, mm
Copper Strip Corrosion
LaboratoLv Resulfs
I II
0.0O4
14.0
0.9
nm
0.001
, ,n,,.,
0.06
176
197
204
219
249
271
1.3
1.5
60
41.9
-48
t•mmNi_
6.2
43.2
13.8
25.0
lY
*American ._ocic_ty fi)r Te_ting and MaletSa|_,
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Table 2. Concluded
Laboratory Analysis Method
ASTM D3241
ASTM D381
ASTM D5452
SPEC
AS'FM D1094
1 i L_' ...... ±
ASTM D5006
u
ASTM D262a
ASTM D5001
Laboratory Test Laboratory Results
Thermal Stability
Tube Deposit vi._ual
Change in Press., mm of Hg
Existent Gum, mg/100ml
Particulate Matter, rag/!
.-- L : : :L
Filtration Time, rain
, ii I Ill I I
Waler Reacl.ion
,i
FSII, percent voi
Conductivity, pS/m
IlI
Ball-On-Cylinder, mm
I
0
0
0.3
ii i i,
10
2
0.16
244
0.56
Trace Metal Results
Cu 69 ppb
Fe ,..5 ppb
Zn 67 ppb
*An_cric;m Sociel._ for Tcsling _nd Malerials
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"fable 4. Measurement Systems Used to Characlerize Exhaust Emissions
Measurement
System
Opt|cat Non-Intrusive
IR Tunable-Diode L_xer Absorption
NO-UV Resonance Absorption
NO-UV Continuum Absorption
U"4-Lascr Absorptic, n
Extractive Sampling
ARP1256*
Smoke Number lvleter"
Hygrometer
Mobile Aerosol Sampling
System (MASS)
Extractive IR.Absotpfion
Probes
S_u'nple Probe
Cone Static. Pitot Pressure, and
Total Temperature Probes
Measurement
Quantity
NO, NOv CO,, H20
NO
NO
OH
CO, CO_, O:. NO, NO_. TIIC
Plume Visibility (Soot)
lnlcl Air I-lumidily
Particulate/Aerosol: Total bla._s.
Sizz Distribution, Hydration Properties.
Emission Indices
CO:
Exhaust Sample Extraction
|x_cal Mach Number. Flow Angularity,
Static Temperature, and Static Pressure
_ t_ • nl n
Principal
Agency
Aerodyne Research. Inc.
Sverdrup/AF, DC
S vcr(hup/AF.DC
Unbersity o f Missouri-
Rolla
McDonnell Douglas
Sverdrup/Al._DC
S ve,'d, ul_/AEDC
• Ael'ospac¢ Recomrc_'nded Pracltce (ARI'I 125f_ "|'roccdurc fol the Continuous $alnt:,lmg nml Mcaxurcmenl of Oascou_
Em_._im_ from (';asl"urbi ne Engitles"
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APPENDIX A
PROBE RAKE SYSTEM
R. S. Hiers, Jr.
A cruciform configuration rake was located just downstream of tile engine nozzle exit plane
in the test cell diffuser/heat shield to provide extractive emission and jet plume aerodynamic da':a.
A photograph illustrating the rake installed behind the engine is shown in Fig. A- l.
A-.1.0 SAMPLE EXTRACTION PROBES
The primary function of the rake was t<_ provide a well-resolved, spatial di,,tribution of
extractive gas samples 1o a suite of SAE qualified/standard emission instrumentation for
characterizir_g engine emissions. For this puq_ost.', the extractive gas sample probes were located on
nominal 5.0g-cm center.,; on both the vertical and horizzntal members of the cruciform rake, 12.7
cm downstream of the nozzle exit plane. For co,repleteness, extractive probe.s were positioned in the
hot core flow, the bypass flow, and alsc_ in the test cell cooling flow external to the engine flow path.
A sketch of a gag sample cxffaction probe is shown in Fig. A-2, illustrating the probe':; sharp-
edged inlet orifice and nomirmi I0 to i area expansion just downstream of the inlet. These features
eliminate mutual rnass flow interference between interconnected (ganged) probes when suitable
sample system back pressures are tnaintained on the extractive probes.
The sample transport lines from each extractive probe were fouled indi,.'idualiy to a valving
system which permitted both individual gas samples or caller:tire (ganged) gas samples from
desired groupings of individual extractive probes to be obtained.
The _;ample transport lines were heated with steam tracing mid insulated to maintain a
temperature of approximately 422 K, from the location where the sample transport line emerged
from the: engine exhaust heated portion of the rake structure to the 'valving system, to prevent
condensation, Of course, on the rake structure influenced by the hot engine flow, extractive sample
lines are typically well above 422 K.
The valvir.g system and the sample trausfer lines connected directly to the emi_,sion analy_rs
were also rrlaintai1_ed about 422 K with electrical heat trac:ing and i_sulation.
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A-2.0 AERODYNAMIC PROBES
Mach/flow angularity and stagnation temperature probes were also employed on the rake for
providing local pointwise static pressure, static temperature, density, and velocity along the line-of-
sight (LOS) of both the UV and the IR optical instmmen_mion. The optical instrumentation provid-
M "non-intrusive" meas;urements for comparison and validation with extractive probe data (NO
concentration primarily).
In the past, computational model results were used to provide the local thermodynamic
ccmditions in tile LOS of optical instrumentation. Local gas properties arc: used for molecular
pressure broadening corrections and energy level populations, and for comp_ting relative density
(e.g., ppm) from the absolute densities directly.
In the present work, the thermtxtynamic parameters were measured to eliminate the
uncertainty inherent in using model results and consequently to provide better assessment of the
fnndamental accuracy of these optical techniques. A secondary by-product of these data is the
ability to validate/assess the: engine plume models by comparison with rake data.
Seven conventional Macblflow angularity (MFA) probes and 10 stagnation temperature
probes were mounted on the horizontal member of the r;_ke, interspersed between the gas extraction
probes. Design details of the MFA and stagnation temperature probe are shown m Figs. A-3 and A-
4. The MFA probes and ti_e total temperature probes were all located on l O.16-c_n centers. The
physical, relationship anti spacing (2.54-cm probe-to-probe) between the extraction, MFA and total
temperature probes is; illustrated in Fig. A-5
A-3.0 DATA REDUCTION
The ba,;ic data reduction procedure for inferring the free-stream velocity and static
thertnodynamic flow properties from the combination of MFA, stagnation temperature, and
extracti_m measurements is illustrated schematically in Fig. A-6.
Briefly a computational fluid dynamic (CFD) relationship was developed relating the ratio of
average cone surface, pressure to cone pitot pressure of the MFA probe to the frc_;-stream Mach
number. The relationship is strongly dependent on MFA probe configuration and as evident from
Fig. A-5, Mt'A t:robe geometry wa,_ carefillly controlh'd during manufacture and testing, The
relationship of the cone surface to cone pitot pressure ratio to Mach number is much less sensitive
to composition. Nevertheless, the composition determined fi'om the extractive probes was used to
precisely describe the ga_ internal energy characteristic_ for the correlation of MFA probe pressure
data with Math number.
46
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Once the local Mach number just upstream of an MFA probe location was infel_ed from
MFA probes as described, the local static pressure was inferred from the gas dynamic relationship
between the measured cone pilot pressure and the now known Mach number.
Static gas temperature upslream of MFA probes was :_imilarly infened from the gas dynamic
relationship between the now known Mach number and lhe measured tc_lal temperature (again
accounting for the _ninor _.ffeet of gas composition).
Unfortunately, since the Maeh number and stagnation temperature were not measured
coincidentally in space, the total temperature that would actually exist at an MFA probe required
estimation by interpolating from measured total temperatures on either side of the desired probe
location,
Once temperature a_d pressure (along with composition) were determined, all the remaining
thermodynamic properties, e.g., density, were unambiguously computed. Local stream velocity was
also determined from Mach number and static t,emperature, completing the definition of the local
state of the flow field at a discrete point in the LOS of the optical instrumentation.
A-4.0 .RAKE DATA UNCERTAINTY
Typical uncertainties in tl_e measurcxt probe teml_ratures and prt_'ssures are of the order of
0.75 percent and 0.25 percent, res:pectively. The maximum uncertainty in any of the derived
thermodynamic parameters is aboul 2 percent as a result of propagation c)f measurement
uncertainties through the data reduction algorithms. The uncertainties are prima rily bi_s en'ors. The
use of a CF'D-genetaqed "calibration" for the Mach number probes, as previous[y described,
introduces an additional source of uncertainty compared with the use of an actual aerodynamic
calibration far the MFA probes. However, thi:; technique has been previously used and validated at
AEDC for similar conditions where "CFD calibrations" were compared with actual aerodynamic
MFA probe calibrations. For larger MFA probes, typifieA by the present design where the external
aer_xlynamic geometry can be precisely controll<rd during manufilcture and test, CFD calibrations
have been found to be essentially equivalent t(_ aerodynamic calibrations for the spherically blunted
class of conical MFA probes. Also in previous work, it was found that for other MFA probe
geom¢;tries or much smaller probes, aerodynamic calibrationr, were required because smaller
probe's' geornetries cannot be _epeatably manufactured.
Since the large-scale class of MFA probes was used for these tests, the uncertainty introduced
by the use of CFD calibration._ is believed small and is conservatively estimated to result in a total
uncerlainty in any of the rake aerodynanlic properties of no more than 5 percent, based on the
historical experien_'e described above.
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A validationof the quality of the rake data is illustrated by comparing the mass flow
integrated from rake-derived velocity and densities with the independent measuremenis of total air
and fuel flow provided by the test facility instrumentation.
In spite of the interpolation required of the relatively spalse probe data and the extrapolation
re.quired in the region of high gradient near the edge of the engine nozzle, the in:egratexl mass flow
is clustered within :_15 percent of the total mass flow to the. engine over the range of power and
altitudes tested.
Because of the large extraneous uncertainties introduced into these comparisons by the
interpolations and extrapolations required for the integration, the above comparisons suggest, that
the estimawA uncertainty in individual rake properties of less than 5 percent is realistic.
Of course, if this becomes an issue in analysis of LOS optical data, the MFA probe may yet
be calibrated aerodynamically ;and the uncertainty more accurately determined. The best use of an
aerodynamic calibratmn would be to re-reduce the aerodynamic data with a concurrent lowering of
the residual uncertainty. This re.mains an open, attractive option.
A-5.0 RAKE AERODYNAMIC DATA
Rake aerodynamic data for all test conditions are summarized in Table A-I. The location of
the probes in _'l_eengine exhau,,t plume is relative to the nozzle exhaust coordinate system, shown
in Fig, A-7,
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APPENDIX B
EXTRACTIVE (;AS ANALYSIS SYSTEM
V. A. Zaccardi, D. G. Gardner, R. P. Howard, D. J. Gonnion,
P. A. Jalbert, J. A. Ready, R. S. Fliers, Jr.
B-I.0 INTRODUCTION
ConveT)tional extractive gas sampling techniques are used for engine emis,;ions
certification and thu'; are accepted as standard methodology (Refs, B-I, B-2, B-3) for character-
iz_tion of gaseous constituents. "l'he system used for this NASA test program is similar to a sys-
tem that would be used for commercial aircraft engine emissions certification testing and
therefore should provide reliable data for this _tudy and comparisons to optical techniques also
nsed for species concentration measurements.
B-2.0 INSTRUMENTATION
Concentrations of ga.,;eous species contained in the. engine exhaust were measured using a
suite of gas analyzers mounted outside the test cell. Constituents measured were nitric oxide (NO),
oxides of nitrogen (NO,), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO:), oxygen (O,), and total
unburned hydrocarbons (THC). Nitrogen dioxide (NO 2) concentrations reporled in the main body
were inferred from the difference of NO_ and Nf.) conec_tration measurements, assuming other
oxides of nitrogen were negli_fible. ]n addition to gaseous components, measurements of black
smoke were measured and reported as smoke number.
A cruciforrn tmllti-point rake, described in Appendix A, was used to obtain exhaust
.qamples at individual and combined probe groupings Ilhat provided radial profiles of species
concentration.,; as well as spatial averages. An illustration of the rake mounted just inside the test
cell diffuser is presented in Fig. 2 of _he main text. The cruciform rake was mounted inside the
diffuser with the tips of the gas s_mpling probes located about 12 em downstream of the nozzle
exit plane. The rake system and dt:sign of the probes used for sampling are described in Appendix
A. Probe locations with respect to the dirfuser and nozzle exit area (approximating exhaust flow-
field area) are presenled in Fig. B-1, a view looking downstream. Probe numbers in Fig. B-I were
used to designate probes sampled during data acquisition. The rake wag made of two bars. one
mounted vertically and containing only gas sampling probes, and Ihe other mounted horizontally
with sampling probes interspersed nmong Mach/flow angularity (MFA) and total temperature
probes. The center of the rake, and thus the horizontal bar, was 2.54 cm above the centerline of
the nozzle. The sampling probes were equally ._p_ced at 5.08-cm centers, except for a 10.16-cm
distance between the cenler-most probes (numbers 10 ,_nd 28) on the vertical bar, There were six
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probes on e.ach radial arm of the horizontal bar and lower radial arm of the vertical bar contained
within the exttaust ftow field. Only five probes of the upper radial arm of the vertical bar were
within the exhaust flow field.
Probes 7-9 and 25--27 were used for measurements of species concentrations in the region
surrounding the exhaust flow field where exhaust recirculation gases could interfere with optical
technique measurements. Probes 7 and 25 were part of the horizontal bar assembly. Samples at the
other locations (outside the exhaust flow field) were extracted through stainless-steel tubing
mounted either to the rake braces or other h_rdware in the test ceil.
Gas samples collected at the probes were transported through stainlegs-steel lines to a gas
distribution system. The gas sampling lines (one for each probe) were. heated, insulated, and
wrapped to maintain the tenlperature at 422 K. Inside the cell, the s,'_mple lines were heated with
steam iines. Outside the cell, the lines were electrically heated using heat tape. The total length of
the sampling lines from the rake probes to the gas distribution system was about 15 m.
The gas distribution system had four manifolds, one for each radial am_ of the horizontal and
vertical bars. These manifblds were designated as 90 °, 180 °, 270", and 360 ° as illustrated in Fig. B-
2. Each sample line contained a valve that either directed the sample into a manifold, or into a
sample bypasg line where the ,_ample was discharged and discarded. The output of each manifold
was directed to either the AEDC gas sampling instrumentation (discussed here), to the University
of M.issouri-Rolla Mobile Aerosol Sampling Syste1_ (UMR-MASS) discus;seal in Appendix E, or to
the ._ample discharge line. ,Simultaneous measurements with independent, samples were achieved
for gaseou.,: and particul,'ate characterization with the restriction that AEDC and UMR would not si-
muhaneously :qelect the ,_ame radial arm (manifold). As stated earlier, this arrange ment allowe0 sin-
gle-point and multiple-poin_ averages for each measurement system sirnultaneot_sly. The entire g_s
distribution system was heated and maimained at 422 K.
Gas samples were _mnsported a short distance from the gas distribution system to the suite
of gas analyzers through a :;ingle heated line. The gas sample was branched into several analyzers
simultaneously for test conditions that provided enough flow. Otherwise, measurements were made
sequentially by flowing the gas sampte into subgroups; or individual analyzers.
Manufacturers, instrument _-nodel numbers, and span gas concentrations _lre given in Table
B-1 for the analyzers used for measurements of gaseous species in the exhaust samples during this
test program. Non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) analyzers (dry) were used for measurements of CO
and CO_ concentrations. An analyzer (dry) using a pan,magnetic detector (PMD) was u_d for
measurements of O2 concentrations. Chemiluminescence (CLD) analyzers (dry) were used for mea-
surements of NO and NO,, wi_h the sample passed through a catalytic coiwelter for NO, measure,-
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Jr_nts. One of the two chemiluminescence analyzers failed early in the test period requiring that
both NO and NO_ be measured sequemially on the one, working analyzer for each data point. Total
unburned hydrocarbons (THC) were measured (wet) using a heated flame ionization detector (F[D).
Except for THC, MI measurements were performed on dry samples. Dry indicates that the samples
were passed through a gas ,sample dryer (Perma Pure Dryer.-Model PD-1000) before entering the
analyzer. A cold mirror dew-point hygrome',er was used for real-time monitoring of dryer
efficiency and provided humidity correction factors for carbon balance ea|culaticms.
Nationai Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)-traceable calibration gases were used
for routine verification and adjustment of the analyzer response for each instrument. Gaseous
nitrogen (GN2) was use.d to establish the zero or non-.response of the anMyzer. The primary
mea.,;uremenl ranges and calibration gas concentrations used to adjust the anMyzer response are
presented in Table B-1,
The black smoke: meter was a standard Aircraft Gas Turbine Engine Exhaust Smoke
Mea.surement system meeting the; requirerr',ents of the SAE Aerospace Recommended Practice
(ARPI 179B, Ref. B-2). "l'he schematic in Fig. B-2 shows the system in relation to the gas analyzers.
Gas samples collected by the probe rake were metered through a filter paper. The ehan?e in reflec-
tance of the. paper due to the smoke particle:; was relaled to a smoke number (SN).
B-3,0 DATA ACQUISITION
Maximization of the number of engine test conditions with(rot sacrificing data quality was
achieved through diligent real-time examination of the gas sampling data. Strategic data points
planned early in the test period provided as._urance of engine and gas sampling system ._tability and
radial symmetry in the exhaust flow field. Radial symmetry was observed independently on the
vertical and horizontal sampling bars during detailed mapping of the engine core, fan bypass, arid
intermediate mixed regions at steady-state engine test condition. This level of detail was repeated
at priority engine test conditions at each of the several altitudes, Otherwise, the horizontal bar was
devoted to gas sampling data, while the vertical bar was devoted to particulate characterization
measure.meats, described in Appendix E,
The ambiti.ou._ test matrix planned for a single test period required automation of the
electronic data _cqmsition system to provide real-time concentrations for step.by-step decisions
throughout the test program, Automation was achievexl using LabV1EW*' to control data acquisition
of each analyzer :_ystem. Raw data from the gas anal_,zcrs were saved to the hard drive of the data
acquisition per:;cmal eotnpmer (PC) and In the hard drive of the data reductic_n PC via an RS232
line. The separate computer allowed data reductioJt without interruption of LnbVIEW during
analyzer monitoring and data ,ncquisiiion. The LnbVIEW data file was accessed directly by the PC
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supporting Microsoft Excel* for immediate data reduction (Fig. B-3). An Excel spreadsheet was
u.c_edfor calculation of the endssions p,'_rameters. In addition to reducing raw data voltages to
respective species concentrations, preliminary carbon balance calculations were performed for each
gas sampling data point. The Excei-catcula',ed emissions parameter_ were printed immediately and
a copy provided for real-.time data assessment as explained earlier. The raw voltages and standard
deviations of the measured species data set were included in the report for assessment of the
analyzer calibrations and sample stability, respectively.
B-4.0 RESUI.,TS
All emi.';sions data are presented in "fable 13-2 which also contains the performance da_a
required for analysis and designation of engine conditions. The data are presented in order of
acquisition during the test period. The first two columns show the sample probe configuration
relatezt to the gas sampling data point (DP) number in colunm three. The radial arm._ of the cruci-
form rake are referred to as the left (270 °) and right (90 _) horizontal arms, and the upper (360 °) and
lower (180 °) vertical arms; abbreviated LH, RH, UV, and LV, respectively. An "x" in the table des-
ignates active .,;ampling from the respective probe position (looking downstream}, and "o" indicates
the probe was not sampled for tha_ data point. The brackets [ ] enclose probe positions wffhin the
nozzle exit region, Thus, the first data point in the table indicates that all left horizontal (LH) sam-
pling probeswithin the exit area were sampled simultaneously for DP6. Probe designators outside
the bracket in the first column correspond to probe positior_s outside the engine exit, but ill the same
horizontal plane. The physical positions of these probes relative to the nozzle exit plane and
entrance lip of the diffu._er are given in Fig. B- 1. Vertical probes outside the engine e×it diameter
were not sampled and th,us probe designators were not necessary outside the vertical arm brackets
in column two.
"l'he clock time for each data point is givt;n in column four. The altitude (ALT), Mach qum-
ber (MACH), combustor inlet total temperature (T3). and combustor inlet total pressure (P3) re-
late the data point to the steady-state engine condition. Species concentrations _re reported as
fi:aclional densities by volume with major species in percent and minor species in parts per mil-
lion volume (ppmv). The species concentrations realm, [C:O_I, [COL [C,H_I, [NO_], and [NO]
were measured. The quantities [O_]c. [HaO], and [NT] were calculated from the method of carbon
balance described in Ref. B-3. Since oxygen values were both measured ;_nd calculated, these
values were denoted using "m" and "c", respectively. The measured [Oa]m data agree welt with
the carbon balance calculations, Although agreement does not guarantee accurate data, signifi-
cant deviation would have indicated a problem for the respective data point. The emission index
(El) for each measured minor species was calculated according to Ref, B-3 with El{NO) reported
as t_'e NOn equivalem, as defined in Ref, B-3. The fi_el-to-air (fuel/air) ratio told combu._tion ef-
ficiency (percent) were determined by the method of carbon balance for each gas sampling data
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point. Fuel/air ratios were determined independently from engine perfolTnanc¢ data for both the
engine hot core and mixed core and fan bypass air and are presented in the table for comparisons.
Finally, smoke number, measured at only three engine test conditions, are given in the last col-
umn, All smoke numbers were less than !.5, which is w)thin the zero scatter of this technique;
thus indicating that smoke was not measurable.
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Table B-1. Summary of Emissions System Analyzers and Span Gases
_I?fPE
CO-NDIR
CO_ -NII:)IR
NO-CLD
NO_-CLD
"[HC-FID
O2-Paramagncfic
MODEL
California Analytical, Inc.
Model ZRH
California Analytical, Inc.
Model ZRH
"l'hermal Electron Corp.
Model I0
Model l 0
Beckman
Model 402
California Analytical, Inc.
Model 5000
m_
RANGE
fr-1000 ppmv
0-5 percent
0--25 ppmv
0-250 ppmv
0-25 pprnv
0--250 ppmv
i
O-1130ppmvC
O- 1,000 ppmvC
CALIBRATION
SPAN f]AS
g26 ppmv
3.99 percent
20.3 pprnv
202 ppmv
20.3 ppmv
202 ppmv
89,7 ppmvC
f_g5 ppmvC
25 percent 20.8 percen_
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Table B.2. Gaseous Emissions and Smoke Summary
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Table B-2. Continued
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APPENDIX C
NO-UV RESONANCE AND CONTINUUM ABSORIrI'ION SYSTEMS
R. P. Howard and A. G. Davis
C-I.0 INTRODUCTION
Spectral interrogation of nitric oxide (NO) resonance electronic (A<--X) transitions using
ultraviolet (UV) absoqgtion allows determination of NO density and under appropriate
conditions, thermodynamic state. NO-UV absorption techniques, developed in the 1970's (Ref.
C-t) for measurements of low NO concentrations in gas turbine combu._tors and engines, were
modified and enhanced in response to new requirements for non-intrusive measurements in high
enthalpy test facility flows (Refs. C-2 and 3), exhausts of liquid-propellam rockets
(unpublished), and for auto_nobile exhausts (Ref. C-4). The hardware was made robust and more
reliable using spectrometer focal plane array detectors, fiber optics, and pulse-start power
supplies for the resonance lamps. The line-by-line radiative transfer model, previously limited to
the NO gamma (0,0) band, was exlendexl to include the (0,1) band _md thu_ allowed simultaneous
determination of NO number density and ground electronic state-vibrational population
distribution (reported as grou_ld :_tate-vibrational temperature) in many of tht: aforementioned
application.,;. Renewed interest in effect:_ of turbine-powered aircraft on atmospheric chemistry
has 0gain prompte.d exhaust characterization studies and new require_nents for measurements of
NO in tt_rbine engine exhaust.
For this test program, NO-UV resonance and continuum absorption techniques offered in-
sina l_on-intrugive optical mea:,urcments of NO number density in the engine exhaust over the
full _t of operation conditions. The NO-UV line-by-line radiative transfer model coupled to a
radial inversion scheme was used to determine radial NO number density profiles from spectral
transmission meagurements through several chords of the turbine exhaust.
These measurements were sponsored by NASA under the Atmospheric Effects of Aviation
Project (AEAP) +ts a. part of n parametric ._tudy of exhaust emissions of a gas turbine engine
operated over a wide range of engine conditions at each of several simul+tcd altitudes. NO-UV
resona_+ce absorption and continuum absorption measurements were made at each steady-state
condition. Described here are the measurements, data reduction to transmittances, application of
the NO radiative transfer model and inversion ._cherne for determination of NO number density
profiles, and determination ¢_f an NO emission index for each steady-state test condition.
Descriptions of the engine and facility parameters for each steady-state flight condition are
detailed in Section 2.0 (+f the rnain text of this report. The resonance and continuum ab:+orption
system comp_ments were similar except for radiation sources, The system and technique
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similarities make it c(mvenient to describe system components, data acquisition, and data
analysis for both system,; simultaneously while pointing out differences only as necessary.
C-2.0 INSTRUMENTATION
The resonance anti continuum system instrument components differed only in lamp types.
Primary components per system included a lamp, a lamp shmter with an electronic controller,
two fil=x.,roptics cables, collimating and focusing optics,, a grating spectrometer, an optical
multichannel analyzer (OMA _) detector system with a computerized controller, and a personal
computer for data acquisition and storage. The systems shared stepper motor driven slide tables
for _.raversing the optical beams across the exhaust flow field.
The xresonance lamp, a sourc,: of NO resonant radiation, was a De-excited capillnry
discharge tube ol_rated al 12 ma using a 5,000-V power supply with a 220-kohm ballast
resi,,tance. A gas mixture of argon:nitrogen:oxygen, at a 12:3:1 ratio by volume, was flowed
through the lamp tube while maintaining a static pressure of 10 torr. The capillary, discharge tube
was water cooled to tap water temperatures;. Resonance lamp intensity characterization is
discussed in Section 3.0 below. The continuum system lamp was a constant voltage 10O-W,
water-cooled deuterium lamp.
Each detector system consisted of a 0.32-m C,_erny Turner spectrometer with a variable-
widtl,, entrance slit, a 2,400 gr(_we/mm grating (used in first order), and an EG&G Princeton
Applied Research Model 1421.-B silicon-diode array detector. The detecto, r wa_ UV-enhanced
and intensified over the fidl 1,024 pixel element.,;. 1he detector and detector contro].ler (model
1461) are refeJxed to as the OMA. The spectral range was 214 to 245 nm with a 0.029-nm per
detector-element s;pectral dispersion and 0.16-nm spectral re,solution (full-width-half-maximum).
The i.astt_ment response function for a single array element, g(X) in Eq. (C-I) of Section C-3.0,
is presented in Fig, C-I for the resonance absorption _,y_tem.
"l-he spectral region reported for the continuun_ absorption measurement deserves
explanalion. First. this measurement system wa.'_ developed anti installe{i with intentions of
measuring OH resonance ab:;orption near 300 nm. After successfully incorporating a UV
spectral-scanning la_¢r fi)r OH absorption and having failed to detect Oil absorption during an
engine checkout run, this; system was reconfigured to allow NO continuum absorption
measurements. The eombinati(m of system spectral throughput (primarily the long fiber cable,,)
and the deuterium lamp characteristics rest flied in detector saturati{_n in the region of the (0,1)
band ft)r detector integration times required for sufficient signal-to-nois¢ ratio at the (0,0) band.
Therefore, the less important (0,1) spectral region was moved off the delector. Also, there wa_
insufficient lamp signal for meaningful measurements at wavelengths below the (0,0) band. The
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useable spectral range was about 222 to 228 nm with a O.029-nm per detector-element speetrat
dispersion and 0.21-rim spectral resolution (full-width-half-maximum). The instrument response
function for one array element of the continuum system, corresponding to g(M in Eq. (C-l), is
also presented in Ftg. C-i.
C-3.0 RADIAL INVERSION-RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL AND
RELATED PARAMETERS
A computer model based on the theoretical line-by-line radiative transfer for the NO
gamma (0,0) band was used to determine NO number density from spectral absorption
meastlrements. The theoretical physics of NO molecular absorption, details of the model, and
extension of the model from earlier work can be routed i, the references (Refs. C-i, 2, 5, 6). A
brief overview is presented here to des,cribe and document model parameters used for analysis of
the present data. Basically, the fractional lamp radiation within the wavelength interval, A_,,
transmitted thrm_gh a medium of length, L, is given by the equation of radiative transfer,
TA_ " =
, /Xi ()o))e } L g(X)d"h
j A).'
)
(C- 1)
where
g(_,) = spectral instrtvment response function.
kx,(_.) -- molecularabsorplion transilion (line),
I_._ (k) = relative intensity of a resonance lamp _ransition, and
= Lamp radi_.tion factor, modeled as continuum radiation.
The interval AX is limited by the spectral e×tent of g(M, the spectral response foran individual
dement of the linear array detector. Absorption in the test media is modeled by molecular
absorption transitions, k).,(_,), which are described by Voigt line-profile,_ that allow for pressure or
collision broadening. The summation over i includes all transitions of the NO gamma (0,0) or
(0,1) band wholly or partially falling within A)_. The absorption coefl'icienl is a flmction of the
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static temperature, static pres_ure, directed velocity line center shifts (Doppler shifts), line
center pressure shift parameter, broadening parameter (di._cnssed la_er), and NO !lumber
density along the measure;men! path, L. For a single homogeneous path. the flow-field
parameters are input to the model, and the NO number density is varied until the calculated
(Eq. (C-l)) and corresponding measured transmittances agree. Calculations were compared to
peak absolption at the second bandhead, 226.23 nm and 236.3 am, respectively, for the (0,0)
af_d (0,1) band_ using the resonance lamp and 226.18 nm for the (0,0) band of the continuum
absorption _echnique. The (0,1) band was not measured with _he ccmtinuum absorpti_m system,
as discus_e0 in Section C-2.0.
Ahsot_ption media line center shitt._ with respect to the fixed lamp radiation line positions
are important to the NO densities derived from the model. Two shift mechanisms are modeled in
The code. Shifts fiom the Doppler" effect were negligible fi)r these measurements due to small
exhaust flow velocity components in the direction of the source beam. Collision-induced shifts
were modeled according to the collision;_l shift parameter, 8 = -0.18"P(295/T) "_', as quantified
in Ref. C-7. Here P is stalic press!we il_ atmospheres and T is static temperature in Kelvin.
The resonance lamp radiates several lines within the spectral intcrvalo AX, of I'_q. (C-l).
Line intensities, [x_ (L), are modeled by Doppler profiles broadened to 950, K. The relative
lamp line intensities were me;_sured and characterized _ccording to the upper-state popula6on
distribution, Fig. C-2. Results for the (0,0) and (0.1) bands were .,;imilar, as expected, since the
upper state:; are common t_ bc_th bands. The lamp emits low-level radiation (I_) in ;addition to
gamma band radi;ation. ']'his radii.!ion was not directly quantifiable from lamp charilcteriz[_tion
rneasuremen_s, but was modeled as cons!an! continuum radiation, ]_, over the speclral range, A_,,
with excelk'.nt results
The lamp radiation for the continuum absorption technique wa_ mnd_._led as a simple
spectral constant, achieved in Eq. (C-I) by ._etting I_._ (L) to zero and 1_ to some arbitrary
constant value.
For the resonance technique, the molecular broadening parameter, a' = C_:I'/T n, and I_
h_tve been treated [Ls instrument-dependent code calibration factors (Ref. C-2) .,;elected to
minimize differences in calculated and measured transmittances at controlled labor_ttory
ct_nditious. Here, C is referred to as the broadening constant and n tl_e temperature-dependent
exponent. The brt_adeuing parameter, a' -- 31800*P/T __. wa._ reported in 19_ql (Ref. C-5) but did
not include a low-level lamp radiation fact_r. When this technique was rein._tated in the late
1980's usirtg !he intensified array detector and a modified electronic lamp power supply, ti_e
radiative !ran_t'er model required a factor, I¢-'---22, (relative to coded values in Fig. C-2) to
accurately match laboratory-measured transmittances down to 0.2. Without I,, the model
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predicted transmittances fai.rly accurately down to about 0.8 but underpredictcd at lower
transmittances with increasing deviation. Since I, had little effect on transmittance calculations
above 0.8, a' was determined from a wide range of laboratory conditions (P and T)
approximately independent of I,. The results for a" were consistent with the 1981 reported
value. Also, a two parameter non-linear least squares fit to all the laboratory data with rite
temperature e.xponent, n, fixed at 1.5 gave 1_= 22 and again a" consistent with the 1981 values.
The study concluded that radiative transfer model c_alculations and laboratory data were in
great agreement over lhe full range of laboratory conditions for I_ = 22 and a' = 31800*P/T z.-'.
In recent years, the broadening par,_meter._ for individual lines have been measured directly
(Ref. C-7) and reported as a" = 6927*P/T _2*. It is both important and gratifying that this ag_-ees
extremely well with a" = 31800*P/T '_. Using the Ref. C-7 value in the code. I, = 22 was still
the best fit vahne. Relative to the Fig. C-2 lamp characterization values, I_ and a' were about
equivalent for both the (0,0) and (0.1) bands.
The instrument-dependent code calibration parameter, a', was determined independently
for the continuum absorption system using continuum lamp transmittance measurements over a
similar range of laboratory measurements. For the continuum absorption system, the broadening
constant, C .'= 23250, gave the best overall fit to laboratory data with the tetr|perature-dependent
exponent, n, fixed at 1.5.
A radial inversion scheme, referred to>a.'; an onion peel, was used to determine a radial
profiS- of NO number density from a series of LOS measurements made at several radial
locations, a.'; illustrated in Fig. C-3 during a steady state-_test condition. The flow field was
mtxteled as concentric "homogeneous" zones, one fl_r c:ach measurement. The density in the
outer r.one was determined using tl_e outermc>st measurement. Stepping inwardly, a new zone NO
density was determined lbr each successive measurement. The' static temperature and static
pn.'ssure along the optical path were inferred from prot_ measurements as discussed in Appendix
A. Probe naeasurements at similar radial positions on opposi__e sides of the plume were averaged
and radial symmetry then assumed. Measurements of ambient test ceil temperature were assigned
to po,;itions beyond the lip of the diffuser, and ambient pressure assigned to radial positions just
beyond the nozzle exit radius, Re = 30 cm. Radial distance was normaliTed t_ the nozzle exit
radiu,; so that the exte.nt of the engine exhaust was R/Re -- 1.0 or a little beyond, depending on
exhaust expansion for e;aeh te._t condition. The probe measurement grid was sparse, and thus
interpolation was required to determine the path average temperature, pressure, and axi_d flow
velocities for each homogeneous zxme along each LOS measurement path. Avttragcs were area
weighted over the width of the optical beam within respective zones, Pigure C-4 shows
representative plots of z.om.'-averaged temperatures, pressl_res, and axial velocity for an LOS
through the center of the exhaust. Probe-inferred valu_.-s used to deten:nine the zone averages are
superimt_oscd on the plot. These data were acquired for the engine test cor_dition described by
---: ........ : - =7 7z: _ m _-J.[._lJ
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the combustor inlet temperature T3 = 733 K at 9.i-kin altitude. Refer to Table 3 in the main text
for summarized engine/facility test conditions. The zone path segments are obvious in the plot
with approximately 2.54-cm segment lengths from the center to just outside the exhaust flow
field, and about 5.08-cm segment lengths in the lest cell gas-recirculation region. Zones beyond
Ihe nozzle exit radius represent measurements through the test cell air, which contained small
quantities of recirculated exhau st gases.
C-4.O TEST CELL INSTAI,LATION AND MEASUREMENTS
The rela*ive placement of the NO-UV instn_mentatio,_ and optical beam paths relative to
other measuremellt and facility components in the test cell are illustrated in Fig. 2 of the main
body of the repot. Preliminary mea__urements during engine checkout verified that rccireulated
exhaust gases containing NO would be present at low levels in the test cell. Since even low
level,; of NO over rather long paths can have a significant effect on the results, measurements
were also performed outside the exhaust flow field to quantify recirculated NO concentrations.
Quantification, pf course, assumed cylindrical symmetry for recirculated gas components
s.urrounding the. exhaust flow field.
The source radiation was tx-an,;mitted through a 9-m length, 400-1am-diam, fi_sed silica
fiber to _lcollimating len_ mounted onto a traversing table nea_" the engine exhaust. The radiation
was im:lged through the exhaust to an aluminum-surfaced mirror (mounted on a second
tr_wersing table) and reflected back through the exhaust to a second lens-fiber combination
mounted on the traversing table. The beam diz_meter was approximately 2 cm. The transmitted
and reflected beams were within the first 12 cm of exhaust from the nozzle exit plane. The
resonance lamp beam was about 6.35 cm above that of the continuum lamp. The reflected
r_diation was transmitted to the entr_mcc slit of the spectral detector sy.s_em. All optical lenses
and fibers were made of UV grade fused silica.
The slide, table.,; traversed the collimated beam across the flow field in a platle parallel to
the nozTle exit plane, as illustrated in Fig. 2 of _he main text. Each set of traversed data, for the
resonance absorption system, con,_is_,ed of measurements through the purged path at the top of
the diffuser (wi_h and without the shutter closed) and me;_surenlents at fixed radial positions
from R = 70 to 36 cm in 5.08-cm increments and from R = 36 to 0 cm in 2.54-cm increments.
The .,;et of continuum ahsorption measurement positions were offset about 6.35 cm below the
resonance absorption measurements, except. _f course, for measurements through the purged
tube. A traversing system output voltage was monitored by each OMA ._y.,,tcm for posttcst
determination of memories (spcctn_) acquired while th,." tables v, cre in l_notion.
D_ring an earlier engine checkout run, measurements with the lamp shultered were, t'_und
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to be indistinguishable from background signal levels. Therefore, acquisition time was
significantly reduced by not shuttering the lamp except at the centerline position. These
centerline data were used to verify that exhaust radiation levels were negligible for each engine
condition. It is al_o significant that the measurements were not affected by ambient lights within
the test cell. Background levcl._ were primarily integrated detector noise as discussed in OMA
operation manuals.
C.5.0 i)ATA REDUCTION
Spectral lamp transmission measurements, ir(_.,), at a particular LOS (radial) position were
reduced to spectral transmittance according to the equation
ll(k,) .- 1_(_.,) IT(_'i) - lb(_'i) (C-2)
"[,XX- |o(_._) _ |b(_.i ) _ 1o(_i) _ lb(_,, )
where _,, denotes the spectral center of tt_c: i'_ element of the detector array. Io(2.,) and I_(;_,,),
respecti,'ely, are mea,;uroments of lamp reference and background at the pur_ed path location. As
mentioned earlier, mea.,;urement of lamp-shuttered signal levels at the exhaust, I_(L,), were
indislinguishable from background, so I,:0_.) can be approximated by l._(X,). Lamp and
transmittance spectra (background s.ubtracted) are presented in Figs. C-5 and C-6 for the
resonance and coT_tinuurn absorption systems, respectively. Prominent NO gamma band regions
are labeled in the figures. Absorption features at _he (0,0) band are readily evident, but further
corrections were necessary to remove position-dependent lamp signal variations and attenuation
effects of the exhaust and gas recirculation. These effects are exhibited as overall atte_mlaticm at
spectral regions away from Ihe (0,0) band absorpti(m feature. A curve fit through spectral regions
just above ,'rod below the (0,0) band feature served a,; the base line to quantify (0,0) absorption,
as illustrated by the "corrected" curve in Figs. C-5b and C-6b. Thus, the transmittanct; at the
second bandhead of the NO gm,-ama (0,0) band can be read directly from the "corrected" curves.
Fo.wnerly, spectral bandhead transmittances were determined u:dng pretest lamp reference
spectra acquired at each radial position and then c¢,rrected for test media attenuation effects. Data
were reduced both ways and gave equivalent results; i.e., differences in second bandhead
transmittances from the two processes were far less than statistical uncertainties. The purged-
path lamp spectra allowed an indelx;ndent measure of lamp reference l.'er data set and all the
advantages that go with measuring lamp refe.rence spectra within seconds of acquiring
transmi:,sion mea.,;uremcnts. Statistical uncertainty is discussed later,
Resonance absorption r,ystem radial profiles of (0,0) sevond bandhead transmittance,
acquired at the. five engine power set¢ingg at 9.I-kin altitude, are presented in Fi_:. C-Ta. These
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profiles were smoothed using a linear 3-point smoothing algorithm before insertion into the
radial inver_,_on .,,cheme. The two bottom curve:,, ahnost coin¢idefit, show smoothed and
unsmoothed transmittance profiles for the same engine test point, illustrating representative
affects of the smoothing algorithm on these profiles. Although random-like variations were
reduced, changes in tran,,;mittance values were generally much smaller than statistical
naeasurement uncertainty. Multiple set_,; of transmittance profiles were acquired at engine
conditions held at steady state for several minutes. Several sets of transmittance profiles acquired
at the game engine condition were extremely repeatable with variations less than statislical
measurement' uncertain,,),. Multiple tra|_smittance profiles acquired during a steady-state test
condition we_ averaged before application of the radial inversion.
Continuum absorptiol_ system radial F :ofiles of second bandhead (0,0) transmittance, also
acquired at the five engine power settings at 9.1-km altitude, are presented in Fig. C-Tb.
Comparing these profile:; with resonance absorption profiles in Fig. C-7a, it is obvious that the
continuum absorption system was less sensilive to equivalent NO density at the same test
condition_. Additionally, continuurn absorption was not observed for several low-power engine
set.lings whi.ch produced low NO densities. Preliminaly results on selected data sets indicate
higher uncertainties than result.': obtained fiom the resonance absorption data. The higher qnali_y
and mor_; complete resonance absorption data were analyzed and reported herein. The continuum
absorption data will be fi_rlher reduced and analyzed for publication in a later report.
C-6.0 ANAL'TSIS AND RESULTS
The radiative transfer model, Eq. (C-I), incorporaled intt3 lhe onion-peel radial inver!fion
scheme was applie.d to radial transmittance profiles for each steady-state engine lest condition.
Static temperature ancl pressure profiles, required for the radiative transfer model, were inferred
from probe and facility measurements and averaged along "homogenous" zones for each I.,OS
optical path. This measurement technique determined NO number deasity (rnok'cules per
volume) profiles. For a more direct comparison to probe sampling measurer'neat profiles, radial
NO-UV number densits, (cm ') profiles were conver_ed to volumewic fractioJ_s (parts per million
by volume, ppmv) using the ideal gas law. Profile comparisons are pre._ented in Figs. C-8
through C-10 for the same combustor temperature setting, T3 --- 733 K, a_ three different
altitudes, 3. I (SLS), 9.1, ancl 12.2 kin, respt_ctively. The NO-UV densities lend to be similar in
shape to the _amplin_, but lower by t0 percent for 9.1 and 12.2 kin, and about 18 percent for
SLS. Th,.'. stronger dt;viation might be expected at higher engine power settillgs for the SLS
condition because of the combined effect.,; of greater quantities of NO recirculati_m in the test cell
and possible non-radial symmetries (e,;pecially top to centerline) in the recircu}ation region.
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The mol_ direct comparisons of densiiy profiles were limited to the few test conditions for
which spatial probe sampling profiles were measured. For comparisons over the full set of test
conditions, emission indices were calculated from NO-UV resonance absorption density profiles,
aerodynamic flow-field properties derived from the rake data, and fuel now t'ates measured by the
test facility. An NO emission index El(NO), using the molecular weight of NO:, was determined
for each engine condition according to
1000" MNo 2 _(n._o) i VxjA j (C-3)
El(NO) = NA,(fuel llowrate) J
where N,_ is A_ogadro s number and MNo., is the gram molecular weight of NO,. The quantitie_
n_o_ and Vxj are average zone NO numbe_ den._ity and exhaust velocity, respectively, and Aj i.,,
the zone area. These El(NO) v_dncs are presented here in Table 5 and in Figs. 13-17 in Section
4.0 of the, main body of the report for coHaparisons to probe sampling and infrared tunable-diode
la:;er technique results.
UV El(NO) values were in good agreement with probe sampling data, rnatching well
within respective uncertainty bands. However, NO-UV El(NO) v_dnes were usually lower
throughout the test. _.'his is consistent with the density, profiles compared earlier. A contribution
of uncertainty not yet addressed in these comparisons relate to aerodynamic flow-field properlie.';
determined from rake d_l_a. As mentioned, toted temperature and Math/flow angularity probe.';
wore sparsely _paced giving a coarse definition of property profiles. The slow varying nature of
these pr(Jperties across the exhaust flow field gives good confidence in values relx_rted, except
near the edge where change_; are more abrupt, e_pecially in velocity. _l't_eproduct of veiocily and
large zone area. near the edge can result in a wlriation of a few percent of ['I(NO) in Eq. ((;-3)
calculations, for jt_st centimeters uncertainty in the radial position for which velocity drops
abruptly.
Art engineering s z,tislieal analysis prc_ce:;_, described in Ref. C-8, was applied to ste,tdy--
st_lte test conditicms for which several repeat mea,;uremeuts were performed to give _:onfidenct'.
bands for the NO-UV J'esonance absowtion results. Lamp reference and position-wise lamp
tr_msmis.sion spectra were treated as independent measurements with random statistical
uncertainty. The varianee-covariance matrix de'veio_:d for a set of profile transmittances took
trite ctccount codependency o_ lamp reference spectra, curve-fit correction factors, and the tine,ar
smoothitlg algorithm. M_:asurelnent uncertainty and a matrix of partial derivativ_'.s of NO number
density with respect to transmittance for each zone of each LOS mcasurernent path produced one
sigm_l variances for NO t_umber densities at each radial location per set of data.
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independently, statistical analyses were peffon_ed on the multiple data sets acquired at
steady-slate engine condition:,, treating each set af spatial transmiltances as independent
measurements with random uncertainty. The resulting NO number density uncertainty was
similar', tending to validate assumptions used t'or lhe lengthy and tedious engineering statistical
analysiT, process required for single dala sets for many of the engine conditions.
The position-wise number density uncertainties withi.n the exhaust flow for several test
conditions investigated ranged from __:(6 to ! 8) perccnt, with the higher u'ncertainlies relating to
data al upper 7"3 values for the simulated sca-kwel-st_lic (SLS) condition. S'tati_tieal uncert:6,',ty
on position-wise densities detennined for the recireul,_ti_m region were on the order of _ 15 t, _.,
percent. Slatisticai uncertainty for emissi_.,n indices r mE_d if,::, .+-(7 to 13) percent assuming
accurate velocities from the rake data.
Fc- completeness, res<_n_nce absorption was also observed at the (0,1) band for a couple of
the higher temperature conditions. Absorption at this band and the (0,0) band will allow
simultaneolls determination of NO density and ground-state vibrational temperature (which in
this case shouM be equivalent Io kinetic gas temperature) in the inversion process. Results of this
analysis will be detailed in a later report.
C-7.0 SUMM A RY AND CO_/CLUSIONg
NO-UV resonance absorption mea,..urements were performed at all lest conditions
throughout the test period eo_sisting of several en?ine power ._ettings at simulated altil_ldes
ranging from SLS to 15.2 kin. Spectral transmissior_ mea._urements at multiple radial stations
across the exhaust flow field _md ._urrounding region containil_g low-level recireulated exhaust
gase,_ were radially inverted to provide radial profiles of NO number density without prior
assumptions on radial species concentration prafilc-s, required for analysis of single line-of-sight
optical meas_lrements. Radial NO number &:nsity (era -_) profiles were converted to radial
profile_ of concentrations (ppnw), and subsequently to emissinn indices, using radia! profiles of
stdtiC temperature, static pressure, and exhaust flow velocity inferred fi'om pmhe rake, data. The
NO emi,,sic_n it_dex is a siiagle value for an engine test condition.
Tile tqo-.uv measalrement '_yslem proved re. be reliable and robust. Measurements were
extremely repe at_ble dudng steady-s_ale te_t conditions, indicating temporal stability of engine
and test facdity parameters.
NO-LIV radial concer, tration profile_ were conlparcd with radial profile gas sampling data
and agree well (within ,,,,,c:'*.ginty limits) with probe sampling measurements, for both the
c_:haust flow field and the surrounding gas-rccireulalion regions. The NO-UV concenlratiems
tended t(_ be lower than probe sampled levels within the exhaust region. NO emission indices
determined from NO-UV pr(_t'ile ¢olleentrations deviated only a few _x'rc:ent from the; probe
sampling results.
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The NO-UV resonance absorption technique performed well throughout the test program,
produced results consistent and in good agreement with probe sampling and infrared tunable-
diode I.aser techniql_es, and is recommended for future test measurement programs.
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APPENDIX D
INFRARFD TUNABLE-DIODE LASER SYSTEM
Joda Wormhoudt
Richard Miake-Lye
D-1.0 TDI, INSTRUMENT
Tunable lead satt diode lasers have a long history of spectroscopic applications (Ref. D.I),
and have recently been applied with considerable success to sensitive detection of atmospheric trace
gases (Ref. D-2). Our system had been applied to combustion gas flows twice before, first in a
combustor simulator at NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) (Ref. D-3) and then in a short engine
test at AEDC (Ref. D-4).
Our diodes are housed in a liquid nitrogen dewar, with their nominal operating temperature
controlled by a small resistance heater. Coarse frequency tuning is achieved by changing the diode
temperature and thereby its refractive index and cavity mtxte frequencies. Fine tuning is done by
scanning the injection current, which also has the effect of slightly changing the diode temperature.
This current scanning can be done rapidly, allowing the averaging of many spectra whose spectral
features are unperturbed by low-frequency fluctuation.,; in the mu_smission. In the work repo)led
here, (he scanning rate and number of spectral points acquired was such that the scan of each diode
took 0.5 msee.
In many applications, simu!tar_eous measurement of concentrations of two molecules
provkics much greater understanding than measurement of either one, or even sequential measure-
ments of both. Diode lasers emit tight in a restricted range of frequencies, so that different laser
diodes are usually required to delect each molecule of interesL Our typical cD, ogenic dewar
configuration hours four laser diodes behind an ip.frared (IR) transmitting window, with
translation of the de.war serving to select which diode emits into the collecting optk:s and so through
the entire optical train, until laser light is focused onto a detector located in the same dewar. We
therefore drew the conclusion that the usefulness of the TDL instrument would be greatly increased
if data could be acquired using two diodes at the same time, and set to work rt;configuring the op-
tical layout of the laser table into the arrangement sho,vn in Fig. D-I.
Our focus on b_-situ measurements in aircraft engine exhausts motivated two other choices
in this design. First, we could gain space on the optical table by eliminating the long path absorption
cell and therefore the extractive :rumpling capability used in the NASA LeRC field test. Second, out"
measurement time scales were such thet it was adequate to use a single detector, with discrimination
between the two lasers achieved by alternating laser-on (frequency scanning) and lager-off periods.
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Therefore, the optical layout dl-awn in Fig. D-1 is capable of collecting light fl'om two laser diodes
(one in each of two banks of four on opposite sides of the dewar), sending two coincident,
collimated beams to a rctroreflector, the_ coliccting the return I_ams ,and focusing them onto (he
same detector element.
We begin _ discussion of the details of the optical layout by tracing the path,_ of the main or
diag_oslic beams. Infrared light from the laser dicsdes is collected by reflective microscope
objectives (15x) and focused onto 200-pro pinholes, which define input aperture,_. The pinholes are
used only during alignment, so they are mounted o,1 removable kinematically indexed bases_ The
microscope objectives are mounted on X-Y-Z translators to allow accui'ate focusing into the fixed
aperture,;. Past the input aperture, curved mirrors create approximately collimated beams. The two
laser beams are then combined at the main beamsplitter, _tnd the co-aligned beams pass to a pair of
flaT.mirror,': and onto a large gimbal-mounted steering mi.rror which directs !he beam off the table
and i.nto the: ecggit_e t_;st cell. The return bealn is collected by the large steering mirror and a curved
mirror of similar diameter, passed through several more flat mirrors and finally focused onto the
main beam detector.
The remaining combined beam associated with the main beamsplitter goes into the refe_:en_ze
optical path, where it may be sent through a gas colibration cell _nd/or pas._ed through a grating
monochromator, the_ focused onto the reference d_tectof The calibration cell contains a sufficient
pre_;_ure of the gases of inte_,;st (in this c_tse. NO, NO_,, and N20) that their strong absorption
features fully absorb the laser light. This makes it easy to recognize that the laser is _pera_ing in the
right wavelength region, ;rod to check for the presence of other laser modes. Thesc strong
_bsorption featurt:s can also be used to ._et the frequency scale of the laser scan. The n_onochromator
is used to provide a coarse rneasurement of the ]aser frequency during setup t__(the instrument, nnd
to dt_,termine whether the diode is emitting at different wnvelenglhs (different modes). Since n[_
monochromator is available in the m_in beam path, diode c_perating conditions musl be ch_)seJl that
allow single mode operation.
"l'hcte is a parallel vi:¢ible optical system for alignment al_d _mp. A rt'.d lleNc "trace" laser
beam passes throL_gh the dichroic beamsplitte_ downstream of each n_ieroscope objective, and is
realigned with e_ch infrared beam. Coaligrn_ent is guaranteed by focusing the beam through the
input al.3erlure. The tra_:e beam is an indispensable aid for alignment of the optical system. In
addition, the trace beam is us_:d for accurate calibration of lhc monochromato-, via higher order
diffraction. The fourth port of the dichrt_ic bt.amsplitter can be used to observe the laser diode
during alignment. An eyepiece mounted at the position conjugate _o the pinhole forms an effective
! 50x micr_c_pe.
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We _t up the instrument with an NO diode oil one side of the dewar and NO, and CO2 diodes
on the other, with the CO= diode operating at the beginning of the test. At several points during the
test, the collection optics were trloved to pick _._plight from the NO_ laser, then moved back to the
CO_ laser. The change from one diode to another followed by optimization of tran._mitted laser
intensity could be successfully completed in a few minutes.
The temperature :and current of each laser are controlled by a Laser Photonics controller. All
inputs to this controller were made via a program running on the data acqui_;ition a,,'! analysis
computer. In a typical experiment, the laser temperature is heid constant while the current through
the laser i._modulated with a computer-generated sawtooth to sweep the output frequency across
the IR transition. The sawtooth was generated in 150 discrete steps/-or each laser by a digital-to-
analog conver_er board. The total of 300 display points in the two laser spectra is swept at a rate of
1 kHz. During approximately 10 percent of the duty cycle, the lair curren_ is dropped below the
iasing threshold to provide a precise measurement of zero light intensity.
The data acquisition tc'.chniques_ involving a Scientific Solutions Lab Master analog-to
digital converter hoard and direct memory access tran._fer to the extended memory of the data-
acquisition computer, remain as de,;cribed previously (Ref. D-3). Although the TDL instrument
could in principle produce real-time records of gas concentratic)ns, this would require input of
probe rake data (or assump_iorJs about properlies along the line of sight (Lf)S) from other
sources). Our d,_.ta acquisition therefore consisted of the recording of a large number of spectral
files covering segments of both the NO and CO: (or NO:) regions. These were recorded as
averages over periods of 1.0 to 60 sec.
D-2.0 DIAGNOSTIC IM1)LIr_MENTATION IN TIlE ENGINE TEST CELL
Figure D-2 shows two views of how the TDL diagnostic wag applied to the engine exhaust in
the AED(" altitude _:est cell. The TDL instr_lment was plac¢'.rJ on a table directly below the optical
access port into the test cell. The TDL beams; were directed into the test cell by a 45-des mirror
mounted on the outside of _;heaccess po_l flange. A 0.95-cm thick CaF,. window with a I-deg wedge
(to suppress interference fi'in_;es) was mounted on the access port using a retaining plate with a 10-
cm-diam clear area. Bq_ause lhe access port was offset from the engine exit plane location, the
beam next passed through a 150-cm tong aluminum tube containing two flat mirrors, This periscope
war; purged _,vith gaseous nitrogen to protect against both recircu[ating exhausi, at_d oil and water
mi,,ts from the engine, and the exhaust treatment device called a diffuser. The TDL beams were
returned, horizontally displaced by about 2 cm by a retrorefleclor. The HoNe trace beam could be
followed through the entire optical path, which allowed precise ai ruing of e;_ch ggeering mirror.
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The potential dangers to our mirrors of the diffuser water spray and engine oil fumes
mentioned abow." concerned us enough that an arrangement was made to place baffles ill fl'ont of
the periscope and retroreflector when the TDL diagno,_tic was not operating. This was done by
mtaching aluminum baffle plates on the AEDC ultraviolet cross-flow absorption device. I_
addition, purged tubes extended from the periscope (50 cm in length) and from the retroref, cctor
(45 cm) toward the exhaust flow, le_tving an unpurged length along the LOS of about 238 cm.
D-3.0 EXAMPLES OF OBSERVED SPECTRA
Figure D-3 presenL'; two examples of raw diode intensity spectra for the TDL diagnostic
beam, one. tal-:en while the laser beam wa_ passing through tile exhaust and the other while the beam
path was blocked by the UV h_strument. The vertical axis is simply intengity at the detector
expressed in mV, with the Iowe,;t point on the Ix_.am-blocked spectrum being shif'_ed to zero, and
the exhaust spectn_m also shifted until the laser-off points at tlae right-hand side of the figure
coincide with the beam-blocked values. The horizontal axis is in display units or data acquisition
poinf; over the laser scan. The NO absorption fine used in almost all measurements is clearly seen,
with the wing of" the first of two neighboring water absorpti.on lines contributing to the decrease in
transmission a_ the right-hand side of the figure. These water lines have fairly high lower-state
energies and hence atz: substantially stronger in the hot exhaust plume than they are at ambient
temperature, even over the much longer optic_d path oulside the test cell.
The NO, scan presents sm;dler absorption feature,; than those seen in the NO scan, but it will
be seen below that the absorption lines indicated are due. to known lines of NO2 and f"120. A mode
change i_; seen at about 20 display units. Observation of the reference leg inten.';ity as the
monochromator grating is sc:mned confirms that the diode laser ;_ntensity below Ibis point wa.,; in
an entirely differenl w_tvelength _'angc than in the rest of the scan. The diode is _:mi|ting iri only one
mode thr_ughout the entire scan, but there is an abrupt change from one movie to another. (Clearly,
in insidious cases thert_ could be no telltale discontiuuity, a.nd only the monoclnomator diagnostic
would make the situation ,zle¢lr.) In Fig. D-4, we prep:eat a corresponding raw intensity spectrum at
the reference leg detector, while the reference laser beams are pas_ing through a short cell contain-
ing substantial amounts of N(3 and NO,. In the NO scan, two strong NO line features are seen. The
line at 222 display units is the diagnostic NO line indicated by the arrow in Fig. 13-3. The .,;econd
line is exactly coincident with the lower frequency of the two water lines in Fig. D-3. Therelbrc, it
is c_fno interest for the measurement of NO in exhausts, but it would have to bc taken into account
if one wanted to use. the water lines for high accuracy measurement of the water mixing fraction in
the plume.
Turning to the NO_ laser reference scan, we see the high density of NO 2 lines which adds to
the difficulty of sensitive detection of this molecule. Furthermore, it will be seen that a similar den-
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sity of water li_.es also exists in this region. The line we will use as the diagnostic line is the strong
Ihle near the center of the NO_ scan, at 77 display units.
D-4.9 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES AND ERROR I,IMIT F_q'riMATES
D.4.1 DATA ANALYSIS
Several steps are required to convert the raw diode intensity scans into transmission spectra
and deduce molex'ular mixing fractions, mass fluxe.,:, and emission indices. In the first step,
absorbances of the diagnostic lines are quantified by least squares fits, using the TDL data
acquisition program in data analysis mode. This is the routine that allows real-time fitting and
concentration measurement, here applied to stored spectra. Lines are fit to Voigt line profiles using
a nonlinear least squares routine based on the Levenberg-Marquardt approach (Ref. D-5). The base-
liue, varying from ulfit transmission due to diode laser power fluctuations and residual etalon
fri.nfi,.'s, is rep_sented as a slowly varying polynomial of low order. Lines or sets of lines in six
st_cet,_:i +egions were fit: the NO line pointed out in Fig. D-3 (near 1897 cm-t), the pair of water
lines to its right, at_ NO line near 1909 cm -I (for tw¢_engine conditions), a pair of NO-_,lines, one of
which has an overlapped water line (all near 1597 cm -t, observed during six engine conditions), and
a CO, line near 2225.5 cm -J (observed during one engine condition).
Figures 1)-5 and D-6 show two of the .,;pectral regions that were analyzed. In each figure the
solid line is the observed trace as converted to a transmission scale by the TDL data analysis pro-
gram, through its fit of a polynomial baseline (this calculation also uses as an input the relative po-
sition of the laser-blocked int_:nsity trace shown as the dotted line in Fig. D-3). The ratios of
Doppler and pressure-broadened line widths in the fitting models were constrained, using HITRAN
pararneeers (Ref. I).6) and a single representative temperature and pre:;sure that changc.d with en-
gine condition. In the fitting of the 1897-cm-: H:O doublet, there is an additional constraint of a
fixed intensity rati.o and an additional titling parameter, the :;pacing between the two tine_.. In the
NO_ region, all lines contributing to the two features in Fig. D-6 are included, with NO_ and Ha()
concentrations varied separately to achieve the besl fiL
The second step is to cotwert the optical depths (absorption line peak intensities) determined
by the least squares fits into a set of ':olumn densities over the nonuniform optical path through the
exhaust plume. Our approach uses predicted spectra generated from the HITRAN database using a
prowl°am wJS.tten at Aerodyne Research, Inc. (ARI), which takes sets of temperature,;, pressure,;,
s[zc, ies mole fractions, and path lengths for each segm_'nt of the nonuniform LOS through the
exhaust plume and calculates a total absorption spectrum. The result of this model calculation is a
line peak absotbance to be matched to the observed value from the least :;quares fitting discussed
above. The sets of temlx,'ratures, pre,,sures, and path lengths used in our analyses were those used
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in the analysis c_f the AEDC NO t'esonance lamp data. This model assum_ tile plume to be made
up of 20 concentric annular cylinders with constant propelties equal to linear interpolations of the
probe values. The final set of parameters we tequire, the relative mixing fiacti,,ns in th _.,e 20
cylinders, can be obtained from several sm_rces, and we used a number of sets to evalua,c our
sensitivity to the assumption of a particular model mixing profile. Examples of two such mixing
models are shown in Figs. D-7 and D-8 for two engine conditions.
Ozle mixing fraction profile is derived by taking ratios c,f differences of probe total
tempc:rature measurement.,, and an ambient total ten_perature (converted from static _.ernperatures
outside tlle exhaust flow, or takon from probe lotal temperature values _uf._;ide the exhaust) to that
difference at the plumc_ center. This rel_ttive mixing fraction is near uni_.y for the imlermost cylinder,
and decreases f_r the outer cylinders. The other mixing fraction shown in the figures is derived from
the inversion of the AEDC NO resonance lamp data sets, and consi.sts of NO mote fractions
normalized to unity at the eenterline. The absolute value of tile centedine mixing fraction is then
determined as the multiplicative factor that brings the model calculation of line peak tr_msmission
into agreement with l.he value determined from Ihe least squares fit of the observed line. The
re::ulting model spectra for the two m_lel_ described above are aver_lged to give the dotted lines in
Fi._ _.D-5 and D-6. Figure D 6 also contains model spectra for the individual conlributions of NO_
and H20. In order Io plot these model calculations trn the same scale as the data and TDL analysis
program fits/the line pc_sitions and frequency scales were set by the reference line positions shown
in Fig. I)-4.
D-4.2 DERIVATION O'F CONCENTR ATION AND MASS FLUX VALUES
The sampling probe not only produced spatially resolved values of temperature and pressure
but al:;o velocity. These values can be used to con vert our single LOS measuremen_ to ;l total _;pecier;
flux in the exhanst. Our procedure was to u.',e the !,ame 20-cylinder model, multiplying cylinder
areas, species number dc,sities (fomled from mixing fractions and total densities computed fiom
static temperatures and pressure_,,), and vdocilies with conversions invotving the molar volume and
the molecular weight to yield a mass flux in g/s. in the aircraft emissions community, the results of
such mass flux measurements are typically expressc'd as emission indices (El), _he rations of g/s of
the: exhaust species to fucl flow rate in kg/s. Our conver,.ion from mass flux to El was made. using
the: tabul:lted fuel flow rale._.
As a check on this procedure, we performed the same mass flu× calculation_ except with the
mixing fraction omiaed, ]'his total mass flux should match the tabulated input mass flux, a quantity
measured at a level equivalent to the fuel flow rate mentioned above. It turns out that in most (bul
no_:all) cases, the total mas.,, flux eon_puted, from probe rake measurements is substantially less than
the inlet mass flux. Discrepancies _re not surprising, given the coar_ grid on which probe rake
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sampling measurements were made. However, it is not possible to be certain whether a correction
factor that converts probe rake integrations into inlet to_al mass fluxes should be applied to exhaust
species emission indices as well. If the inteL.,ration of probe rake value.,; has underestimated
contributions lo the total mass flux from regions near the outer boundary of the exhaust flow, the
corrections to an NO or CO; emis,,;ion index will be much smaller than the correction to total mass
flux, because the mixing fraction of exhaust species is going to zero in this region. On the other
hanoi, corrections stemming from inaccuracies in flow parameters near the centerline will apply
equally to the total mass flux and to exhaust species emission indices. Because of this uncertainty,
we did not apply individual corrections factors, but used their average to estimale the magnitude of
errors involved in using probe rake data to convert concentratio,3 profiles to emission indices.
The other contributions to an error estimate which we considered were the slatistica] errors
in sets of multiple optical depth measurements, and an estimate of the systematic errors involved in
conversion of optical depths to concentration profiles. The former actually involve two classes of
nominally comparable tneasurements. The first class involves multiple measurements while the
engine remained at a given operating condition. Analyzed in the same way, multiple spectra
typically gave remarkable repeatable optical depths, with standard devi.ations of a few percent
except for low signal idle conditions. The second class of mu Itiple measurements involves variation
of the order of the. baseline polynomial used as paa of the TDL (I;_ta analy:_is program !cast squares
fitting to determine line peak optical depihs. Polynomials Gf order three through five were used.
Again, differences were typically small except in low signnl caser;. In some of those cases, there.
may be interfering lines or ctalon fringes, and additional analysis of individual spectra may reduce
these error lirnits.
Our estimate of the errors involved in converting optical depths to c(mcentration profiles (that
is, assigning a peak concentration scaling factor to an assumed mixing profile within a model
calculation of the absorption specWum along a nor)uniform path) focused on the diflrercnces
resuhing from different mixing profi_es. (Example calculations performed by vat'ying the assumed
temperature profiles, for example, indicated lower sensitivities to the other model paramet_:rs.) The
model calculatiou discussed above, of predicted optical depth for a gix,en set of model parameler:_
inclndiny mixing fraction and of conversion factor (independent of spectral region) between
centerline mixing fi'action and emis,.ion index, can be combined into a single conversion factor,
which multiplies peak optical depth for a g.,ivcn spectral line t_ convert it to ernission indices. In
Table I)-l, these conversion factors are listed for the 24 ,;teady engine conditions and th(."NO
absorption line near 1897 cm ', for the two mixing model examples shown in Figs. D-7 and I)-8.
These two models, while broadly similar, differ in at least two significl, nt way,,,. First, while
the mixing profiles based on ratios of total temperature difference._ almost always bare their peak
values on the centerline, the IIV NO profiles typically show a peak in mixing fr_lction at an
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mtermediale radiu_. Although uncertainties in the inversion of UV lamp data inc[ease for the lines
of sight near the, centcrline, we believe that the indication of a dip in the middle of the concentration
profile is qualitatively correct, since for the three cases where spatially resolved sampling probe
m¢_,asurcments were made,, such a central dip i," clearly and consistently observed. The significar_ce
of such difference.', in profi!es is that an outer cylinder rnake_ Ihe same contrib;ltion to (he observed
line-of-s_ght optical dcplh as one. near the centcrline with the same column density (product of
number density and path length), but its contribution _o the mass flux and hence the emission index
is larger by the ratio of the radii.
The semond difference, of significance in the sea-level ca,,e._ such as the one shown in Fig.
D-7, is that our parlicular implementation of a model ba,,ed on ratic temperature differences
acco_.mts for very little r,zeirculating e.xhaust gas outside the jet radius, while the UV NO based
profile in Fig. D-7 indicates a significant concentration. However, during this case and a few
others, sampling measurements were made at three point,; outside the jet radiw, (lhr outermost at
just inside 3 radii). The._e rnea.surements indicate that the true exhaust mixing fraction in this
region along the centerline i_.O."_lies between lhe values indicated in l:;ig. D-7. It must be kept in
mind that the (IV NO lines of sight that determine the values shown in the dotted curve in Fig.
D-7 _J.re ,above the plume, not on either side, and it may be that more recirculating gas is foull(t
near the top of the test cell. Also, a. third full set &models was used to analyze the data, with the
mixing fraction determined by ratios of ,static temperature differences. This is clearly not
defensible on first principles, and indeed gives a nfixing fraction within the exhaust flow that is
much too peaked at the centerline compared with any other method of estimation. However, thi_
model has the advantage that the recirculation sampling measurements are all fairly well
reprocluced (most to within a factor of two), so it (:an function as a correlation of expected
concentrations in the recircnlation region for all cases. Inclusion of these conversion factor._ in
our evaluation did not incre;_se the estim;_te of errc_r limits due to systematic errors in the a._snrned
mixing profiles.
Numerical values resulting flora the above lhree estimates of conlribmionx to an overall error
limit arc listed in T,qble D-!. In that table, NO emission indices (from 1g97-cm; line ob:;ervations)
mid the resulting estimate of a total error limit, in E1 units, are given in thc second and third
columns. The fourth column, the fractiomd standard deviation [n multiple mensurement,_ of
comparable optical depths, ix seen to vary from less :han I percent (in one idle case) to more than
30 percent. The: next Iwo columns are lhe absolute wthJes of the calibration factors which convert
peak optical depth to I-2I[NOI within the two models discussed above. The devi_tions from unity of
the ratios of these two columns ate averaged to give an estimate of this uncertainty level as a
fraction of I !I. Thi:, average is then applied uniformly to all cases. The same procedure is applied to
the last column, which i_ the ralio of Iota[ Fna_:s flux measured at the engine inlel to mass flux
deduced from an integration of exhaust probe rake values. The fact that this convertq n colrection
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factor, which in almost all c_ses; increases the reported emLsion index into an error estimate which
implies positive and negative corrections are equally likely, is not a problem, in our opinion. There
are other potential errors in our model-based analysis which could result in systematic downward
corrections, so our choice of expanding the error bars rather than employing the correction factors
seems reasonable. When the error estimates derived from averages of differences from unity of
mixing model conversio_ factor ratios and total mass flux ratios are added in qu:adrature, the total
fractional error limit a_si.gned to these systematic errors is 19 percent. This is added (in quadrature)
to the statistical error estimates in optical depth listed in the fourth cohwnn zo give a total fractional
error, which is then multiplic'xt times the El(NO) to give error limits in EI units, tabulated in the third
column, and used in the comparison plots in the main body of this report.
Our analyse s of the smaller number of dzt_l point'_ obtained in other spectral reg ions il_dicated
that similar 20-- _o 30-percent error limits in emission indices should apply. One final comment can
be made ba_ed on the twc_columns of EI conversion factors in Table D-1. If the idle condition points
are excluded, it is intere _ting to note that all other conversion factors vary by not much more than
z factor of two, even though conditions vary ow._r a wide range of power settings and simulated al-
titudes frorr_ sea level to 15.2 kin. In other words, although much of our discussion has focused on
how the cu,_ent TDL _.echnique is dependent on char;_cterization of the optical path for the
derivation of accurate values, this shows that factor-of-l.wo emission indices col._ld be obtained
directly frol_ optical de_,ths with only minimal corollary information about the exhaust plume, such
as previous observations or a CFD calculation. In the present test where the focus wax on
comparison to state-of-the-art NO measurement techniques, such approximate determinations are
of no intere.st. However, it is possible to imagine situations in which the TDL technique could be
extended to new species, for which even order-of magnitude measurements are not now available,
and used in a screening mode to identify which species, engines, and operating conditions require
mo_c careful a_ld quantitative studies. In tho_';e situations, factor-of-two values without the need for
probe rake instrumentation might be very u!;cful. Of course, we hope to develop TDL techniques
which use line pa_rs (such o.s an NO _md a CO_ line) to make. self-calibrating mc'.asurements, as is
currently done by deriving, sampling EI(NO) measurements from the ratio of NO _nd CO2
concentrations. However, some additional deve.lopment work will be required before we can be
sure this can be done, even for the species we already detecf.
The full set of observed emission indk:es obtained to date is given in T;lble D-2. The
generally good agreement between the El(NO) values and those from the two other measurement
techniques ha.,; been discussed in the main body of the report, where comparison plots showed
identical trends in almost all case_ anti agreement within the estimated error limils, again in almost
all c_lses. A few anomalous points can be mentioned: the 9.I-kin idle NO obst:rvation is clearly _oo
low, whereas at 15.2 krn, difft:rences at one or more powei" settings lead to the appearance of a
different trend than observed by the other techniques. It may be that additional analysis of the
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spectra in these cases will resolve some of the.';e anomalies. For two engine conditions, a second
line at 1909 em -_ was used to measure NO in addition to the line at 1897 _:m-L The NO
concentrations determined from the two lines were in good agreement, a'_ expected. The NO_ and
H20 values obtained hi the 1597-cm-: region are clearly sensitive to assumpti¢)ns about the baseline
pos;fion (in this :;pectral region, lines are sufficiently overlapped that the baseline is not directly
observed). Still, with the exception of the 9.2-km idle point, the water emission indices agree with
the theoretical value of 1233 t¢_well within the expected uncertainty limits. The water lines in the
1897-cm -_ region arc' inadequate for accurate measurement,; in several respects, s_ we evaluated
one obscrvafon, found (not surprisingly) a substantial disagreement with the theoretical value, and
do not l_lan further invesfigati¢_n _ff this region The (;O2 observation is the only one in which all
lines in the scan are in the HITRAN92 tabulation. Spectra were obtained for all olher engine
conditions, but have not yet been analy_,ed. The HITRAN96 data c_mpilation, soon to 13ereleased,
will contain a separate file of high-temperature CO, lines which may allow a full set of CO2
emission indices to be derived from our _pectra, but until th_l_ analysis is c_n'ied out. we cannot be
certain how accurate that database will prove to be, and whether laboratory characterizalion of
unknown lines will also be reqtfired. The CO2 emission index listed in Table D-2 differs by ,_ess than
10 percent from the theoretical value of 3260. The lhe_retical values were determined from the fuel
analysis data, assuming that all the carbon in the fuel was convened to CO2 during combustion.
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Table D-1. Emission Index Values for NO Determined from IR TDL Absorption in the
|897.cm -| Region, with Total Error Limits and Quaniities Used to
Estimate Them
Condition
T3/Altitude
85817.6 km
7(_1/7.6 km
73317.6 km
El(NO)
27.38
13.2_
i1.15
Error
Limit
i, El
5.27
2.56
2.16
Standard
De vi:dion in
Optical Deplh
0.0082
0.0155
n
0.0219
T-Ratio EI
Conversion
UV EI(NO} Total Mass
Con_er_inn Flux Faclor:
Factor Factor Inlet/Model
--.-u i
163.70 156.35 1.08
169,32 164.71 !.23
178.29 i 75.71 !.21
--g m,
512/9.1 !_m
'733/9.1 km
765t9.1 km
80_19.1 km
671/9.1 km
727112.2 km
966112.2 km
8.91
2.06
12.55
1_,.26
18.5.3
9.02
10.20
i 1.8_
_w
7.75
3.57
i ,74
2.03
2.28
1.73 0.0304
0.47 0.1240
2.46 0.0370
00118
0.0130
I IJ II
0.0505
0._)75
226,21
364.26
168.77
161.94
155.77
186.28
187.87
= i
2(19.43
665112.2 km 7.20 1.39
0.75
1.22
am ....
0.0099
L __ _
1.14
0.99
1.08
i 08
5571 i 2,2 km
635115.2 km
671115.2 km
_lmDammNl_¢ _l_ _
732t 15.2 km
764115.2 km
733/SL_
669/SLS
65 I/SLS
526/SLS
i
3.85
601
8.73
9.88
10.29
17.19
imLl_m
13.31
12.59
3.59
517/5 LS 3.43
762tSi .S i8,94
861t5t,S 41.78
i .70
1.90
1.98
3.33
2.57
2.43
0,90
1.26
0.0312
0.0647
0.0303
0._161
0.0155
0.0219
nlumu_mi_Hm_mmnml
0.0193
0.0205
0.1629
0.3147
249.58
167 79
162.95
t56 75
]87.15
186.75
180.36 ) 82_3
2o7.ol -
u
255.78
175.07
217.14
214.97
234.68
110.62
169.28 130.77
182.59 Id0.46
277.70
307.40
139.86 118.34
151).29 119.17
306.25
3.67
8.20
0,0258
0.0392
1.10
1.22
LOg --
1,09
1.17
1.08
1.15
1.17
1.11
1.07
257.32
267.98
238.22
238.31
-- I III
145.04
392.55
407.16
1.17
1.16
1.13
0.99
0.9.7
1.19
I.II
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Table D-2. Emission Index Values Obtained from IR TDL Absorption Spectra
(Spectral Regions of Lines Used in Wavenumbers,
Given in Parentheses)
Condilion
T3/Allitudc
i_am=mm_ml.lalm=: __'_
858//.6 km
764/7.6 km
733/7.6 km
668/7.6 km
512./9.1 km
733/9.1 km
765/9.1 km
808/9.1 km
67 l/9.1, km
727/12.2 kra
766t12.2 krn
665112.2 km
557112.2 krn
635115.2 km
671/15,2 km
73Ztl 5.2 km
764115.2 km
7331SLS
6691SLS
65 I/SLS
526/SLS
7621,qLS
HNiU ,mrlilJli_t, nanmm
g61/SLS
E_(NO}
(1897)
27.38
13.28
, ii I I
11.15
8.9i
2.06
12.55
L .....
14,26
Ig,53
9.02
I0,20
! 1.85
7.20
_,Mim_lm=m9
3.85
6.01
873
9.88
I0 29
17.19
13.31
12.59
3.59
18,94
41.78
(19t)9)
J
13,18
mm
wmam_mi_,,,,lm
_a=ammamw
19.16
ii
I EI(NOz)
( 1597)
t_.
e_L_ ___
1.45
1.32
u_
1.45
1.6l
1.40
J
m
EI(COz)
(2225)
3260
El(H20)
t]897)
i i|i I I
m
1760
EI(H:O)
(1597)
1400
14!)2
mHai_allR_IDm
_•milu
1341
1128
1523
i
i
I
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APPENDIX E
AEROSOL SAMPLING MEASUREMENTS (INCLUDING CO2 DIAGNOSTIC TEST)
D. E. Hagen, P. D. Whitefield, A. R. Hopkins, J. D. Patadino, M. B. Tmeblood
Cloud and Aerosol Sciences Laboratory
Univerxity of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65409--0430 USA
E-I,0 INTRODUCTION
There is a real need to improwz lhe industry standard for aerosol characterization in jet engine
emissions;. The current "smoke number" technique, although useful, does not provide the, essential
ch_u-ac[eri.stics: Iota] aerosol and non-volatile aerosol concentration, size distribution, and hydration
or growth as mea,.;ured by soluble mass fraction and critical supcrs_,turation spectrum. These
characteristics are necded in order to effectively n_onilor lbe environmental impact of engine
emission.';. The',,' also represent the input parameters requir=d by models designed to describe the
production and dispersion of engine aero:_l emitt_mts from the combustor, through the exhaust
nozzle plane to their eventual equilibration with the ambient atmosphere. In this appendix, we
de:;eribe the application of a mobile aerosol moni'oring facility, the University of Missouri-Rella
Mobile Aerosol Sarnpling S.ystem (UMR !vIASS), to characterize engine aerosol emissions in
partial fulfillment of _he altitude (-harnl_;r test, which is the subject of this report. The multi-
configurational MASS has been employed in both ground and airbonm field operation,< It has been
successfully flown, on the NCAR Sabreliner research aircraft (R.ef. E-l), the DLR (German
Aerospace Research Establishment) Falcon research aircraft (Ref!c E-2 and E-3), and on the NASA
DC.8 research platform in project SUCCESS. In ground _csts, the NIASS has participated in
numerous jet engine related ground tests at NASA Lewis, Pratl and Whitney. AEDC and MDAE
(Refs. E-._Iand E-5), and has been deployed to the Air Force's Phillips Laboratory to resolve aerosol
generation problems in a nigh power chemical laxer system (Ref. E-6). In all ca_es the measure-
ments were made on samples taken from a harsh physical and chemical environment: with both
high and low temperm ure and press;ure, and in the presence of highly reactive gases.
E-2,0 EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH
A _chematic diagram of the UMR MASS (Mobile Aerosol ,_;ampling System) configmed
for the AEDC Current Adv_tnced Commercial Engine Simulation ['missions Studies is shown in
Fig. E-I. For this test, Ihe MASS 'was divided into two work stations. The firsL located close'to
lhe e×tractive sampling probe selection manifolds, wa_ tp;ed in conjuncliem with the extraclive
sampling system to acquire tt)t_l condensatinn nuclei (CN) concentrations for all aero,;ols in real-
time and to fill and pressurize sample tanks. The e_hau'zt _.ample was delivered to the MASS from
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individualand ganged probe sources. An isobaric cooler for supersaturation pulse simulation, a
laser aerosol spectrometer for real-time large diameter aerosol measurements (diameters from 1.0
to 30 lain), and a needle4o-grid electric precipitator for aerosol collection on electron microscope
grids were also located at the first work station. The second work station consisted of two EAC's
(Electrostatic Aerosol Classifier) configured in series as shown in Fig. E-I. With this system the
tank samples taken at the first work station were analyzed for size distribution, and growth and/
or laydralion (critical supersaturation) information for aerosols in the submicron range 10 nm to
0.5 _tm.
The MASS methodology is described in the following sections.
E-2.1 TOTAL CN CONCENTRATIONS
For' total CN the _ncoming sample stream is muted straight to a CN counter (CNC). Aerosol
concentrations are measut'ed continuousl" _,,ith typically a 3-sec counting period. In situatiots
where the sarnple p_'es.';ure drops below 0.5 atm, it is fouxqd that particle counting efficiency falls off
and must be accounted for. The efficiencies for the counters used in this work were measured during
a recent study devoted to calibratio_ and operation of CNC's.
E-2.2 SIZE DISTRIIH!TION MEASUREMENT
Aerosol size distribution measurements are made u._ing a .,;ingle EAC (Ref. E-7) where
sample aero,;ol laden air is drawn from the source and dueled to the MASS (see Fig. E-1 ), h_ cases
where the sample is available only for a short time (i.e., seconds), an intermediate storage tank is
used to store the. sample for subsequent proce.,;sing with the MASS. For size distribution and hydra-
tion characterization, the air is directed along path (1) and given an electrical charge in the L,ipolar
charger. The aerosol then passes through EAC1 and a selected .qize aerosol (monodisi_ersed)
emerges. Clean sheath air is provided by the pump and absolute filter. The monodispersed aerosol
is directed around EAC2 via path (2) and on into the CN counter. EAC1 i', stepped through a
selection of voltages (aerosol particle sizes) and a particle concentration is taken at' each particle
size with the CN counter, and hence a size disuibution is generated. The aerosol can be directed
around both EAC's via path (3) and sent directly to the CN counter to get a total CN count. The
count versus voltage data set must be numerically analyzed in order to generate the actual si7._
distribution (Rcf. I:_8). Here we note that an interesting feature of the EAC is that it not only takes
a polydisperse aerosol :rod separates out a monodisperse fraction, but it also transfers this
monodi_,per:;e ffactiotl to the clean sheath air stream. The EAC can likewise he u,;ed to remove
aerosol from the original sample at.' stream. Thi:; methodology applies for both total aerosol
sampling and for non-volatile aerosol sampling. In the latter case an in-line preheater set at 175"C
provides the means to separate the non-volatile component of the tolal aerosol flow.
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E-2.3 AEROSOL llYDRATION EXPERIMENT
The UMR MASS can access aerosol hydration properties through the haze chamber or
Laktionov technique (Refs. E-8, 9, and 10). Sample air is drawn into the MASS and size selected
in EACI as above. This prese_ected _nonodispcrsed aerosol pa,;ses via path (4) to the saturator
integrated into EAC2. Here it i_ brought to 100-percent relative humidity in the saturator, and the
aerosol particles deliquesce to their equilibrium size at 100-percen_ relative humidity. Even though
the particles entering the saturator are monodispersed in size, a spectrum of particle sizes will exit
the saturator because of differences in parlicle chemistry and ,ioluble mass fraction. To investigate
the deliquesced particle size r;pectrum, the voltage on EAC1 is held fixed. The voltage (size setting)
on EAC2 is then stepped through various values. The aerosol is passed onto the CN counter, and a
count is taken f;3r each voltage setting of EAC2. These cotmts can then be t.ranslated into a critical
super,;aturation spectrum for the particles of the size given by EACI.
Under conditions where particle_, are sampled at or neat" the exit plane of a, exhaust nozzle,
the. particle crmission index can he detc, rmined by measuremem of the number of partiek;s emanat-
ing from the engine per cap of gas in the exhau__t flow, and knowledge of fitel/air ratio at the sample
Ioc_tion. The latter quantity can be _dmply related to the mass of filel (in kilograms) for each elrt _of
gas passing _hmugh the engine. The ratio of the number of particles per cm _ to the kilograms of fuel
per cm _ yields the number-based emission index. A mass-based El has also been estimated (Table
E-2). In this case a soot volume fraction (SVF) was extracted from appropriate size distribution
data, assuming all partich;s to be spherical and of known diameters. This SVF was then converted
into mass units by employing an average particle density of 2 gm/cm -_.
E-3.0 PARTICLE CHARA CTERIZA'flON RESULTS
In this project the tblh)wing aerosol propcrtic, s were characterized as a function of altitude
and T3 and P3: l ola} concentration, aerosol, number- and mass-based emission indices, soot volume
fraction, total aerosol .'and non-volatile aerosol size distributions and hydration (soluble ma,,s fi:ac-
tion). Table E-I is a compilation of the aerosol concentration [CN] and number-based en'fission in-
dices EI(CN). Inf(_rmation relating to data acquisition start limes, test facility data aequistion
steady-state data point (SC_DI>) number, sample source deft ned by probes sampled, T3, P3, percent
CO_, and ahitude are also provided. Figures E-2 through E-4 are correlations made between the,_e
data and other tesl parameters, i.e., Fig. E-2 i:; a plot of the _erosol number.ba_ed emission indtces
as a function of th3"uqt(a,, represented by CO, concentration) at _imulated sea-level-static (SLS);
tSig. E-3 is a plot of aemsal number-based emission indices as a functir, n of altitude; and Fig. E-4
is a plot of aero.',ol number-based emission indices as a function ofT3 for 9. I kin. These data show
no strong correlation between aerosol emission index and thrust, altitude, and t:ombu,;tur inlet tcm-
peratore. However, there aplx:ars to be a correlation between combustion efficiency and aerosol
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emissio.a hadex observed in the ground idle data points, where elevated emission indices for aero-
sols, CO, and unburned hydrocarbons are recorded.
Size distributions for total aerosol and non-volatile aerosol samples were recorded for a
selected subset of conditions and sample sources. Table E-2 lists the time, test facility SSDP
number, sample source, and UMR data point (ran number) for all of the size distributions measured.
Plots of these distributions,; are given in Figs. E-5 through E-14. in these figures each size
distribution is identified by UMR data run number, time, test facility SSDP, and altitude.
Hydration data analyzed as the fraction of a given aerosol sample population as a flmctian of
soluble mass fraction were acquired for aerosol dry sizes 20. 50, and 80 nm and <:ontinue to be
deconvolved. The general observation from these data is that very little soluble mass is found on
these aerosols with very few aerosols having a soluble mass fraction > 0.t. The dry sizes of 20, 50,
and 80 nm were chosen because these sizes tend to encompass the peak in the size distribution
typically observed for aircraft engine soot emissions.
E-4.0 CONCLIOSION$
The purpose of this report is to provide the scientific community with the data from this
altitude chamber test as soon as possi_'.e.A.s a re_ult at this time only the following preliminary
conclusion': can be drawn from Ihese data. This is the first database of i_ kind and provides
particulate characterization (i.e.., total concentration, aerosol, number- and mags-bu,.ed emi_;sion
indices, aerosol (soot) volume traction, total aerosol, a_d non-volatile aerosol size. distribution.'; and
hydration (soluble mass fraction)) for an advanced current commercial engine simulation operating
at 0.g Mach cruise condi.tions at altitaldes from simulated SLS to 15.2 kin. These data characterize
the aerosol generated in the entwine, and that continues to c.xist at a distance <10 cm downstream of
the exit plane of the c.ngine exhaust nozzle.
There is no strong colrelation between emi._sion index and thrust (measured as C(..)_
concentration), altitude, or combu_tor inlet tempera_.ure (T3). However, there is a correlation
betweer, combustion efficiency and aerosol emission index. In the c.ase at SLS where CO and
unburned hydrocarbon emi.qsk)n indices are elevated, a similar elevation is observed in the aerosol
emission index. The mean aerosol number-based emission index calculated from all measurements
is; (2.2 -I: 0.7) × 10 *'_,the as.,;ociated mean mass-based emission index is 0.012:1:0.001 (where the
quoted uncertainty in both cases i:; Jhe statidard deviation of the mean).
Typical size., distributions are log-normal and peak in the vicinity of 20 to 40 nm diameter.
The volatile COml_,0nent is small and in most cases can be considered r_egligible.
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When exposed to a supersaturation pulse, the aerosol concentration_ in sample flows were
enhanced by at least a factor of four.
E-5.0 CO_ DIAGNOSTIC TEST
The McDonnell Douglas CO2 detector was designed to be an efficient, compact, and portable
means of detecting CO: to be used in conjunction with the Mobile Aerosol Sampling System
(MASS) in order t_ obtain emis:;ion indices during ground testing of aircraft engines.
Air from the engine exhaust flowed through two absorption cells hefore being exhausted to
the mechanical pump (Fig.. E-15). The flow wag regulated with a flowmeter located down,stream of
the cells. The flow meter was set to 1 liter/rain. The pre.';sure in the cells wa,_ conti_ually monitored
tTs_ng a capacitance manometer.
The pressure in the absorption cells was maintained near I arm by regulating the flow through
the detector with a valve located upstream of the CO 2detector. The air f_'om _he engine exhaust was
preconditioned before entering the detector by flowing the air over Dryerite '_ to remove water vapor
and by flowing it through a filter to remove particles.
The absorption cells are conm_crcially obtained units which detect ahsc_q_tion of the v:_
band of CO._ near 4.25 p.m. These cells; were connected in parallel to each other and to the
capacitance manometer.
The absorption cells each consisted of u modulated infrared light source, an infrared filter
centered at 4.25 p.m, an absorption cell, and a detector. The path lengths of the two cells were
fabricated to maxirnize sensitivity for Cell 1 of O to 2 percent CO_ and 0 to 3000 ppm for Cell 2.
E-5.1 CAI,IBI_IA']['ION VERSUS KNOWN C02 CONCENTltATIONS
The absorption cells are calibrated at the factory to read in percent CO 2for a gas ;_t standard
temperature and pressure. The absorption of the light is determined by Beer's Law, iog(l_,) = --cL,
where I,, is the unattenuated light i,_tensity, I is the attenuated intensity, L 'is the length of the c*.ll,
a,d _: is Ihe absorption of CO_. The: absorption, F., is proportional to the density of CO: in the cell;
thcrelfbre, the cel',s are calibrated at the factory with gases of known percentages of CO_ in the range
of interest. Calibration curves are then generated over the range of interest and fit with a
mnltiparame:ter fitting equation. These curves are then prc_grammed into a microproce._sor so that
the microprocessor outputs a voltage thai is linearly proportional to the percent of CO_ for a g_,ven
detector attenuation (I/I,,). This proces.,; i_ accurate only over a limited range ofCO_ pa,tial pressures.
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We have increased this range by employing two absorption cells of differing ranges. In this
manner we can monitor CO2 percentages from 10 percent down to below 300 ppm. We checked the
factory calibrations in our laboratory using gases with known c.oncentrations of COy These
included calibration gases of 2 percent, 0.2 percent, 1000 ppm and 300 ppm.
E-5.2 MEASUREMENT OF THE ENGINE EXHAUST
The purpose of employing our detector in these tests was to validate our detector by
comparison with standard techniques. The CO2 in engine exhaust was naeasured by employing the
procedure described above. COz concentra6ons were derived vsing the readings from the
nbsorption cells. Absolute densities of CO: were determined using the C..O2 readings arid the
pressure av,d temperature of the absorption cells and the ideal gas Imw (PV = nRT).
The system as currently constructed is limited to making measurements at cell pressures at or
above ambient pressure. This is the normal condition encountered under ground test conditions.
Then_fore, we limited our comparisons with other measurements taken by other groups during the
engine re,sting to those which were taken at above ambient pressure_, These comparisons showed
our measurements to be, always within 5 percent of the AEDC C02 measurements using an NDIR
analyzer (Appendix B). "The AEDC CO2 gas sampling measurement results in turn compared
favorably with the fuel-to-air ratios deten'nined from the test facility engine performance data.
The system can be enhanced to make measurements at sub-ambient pressures by employing
a two-chamber vacuum pump so I:hat the blank-off pressure of the system is much less than the
pressure in the engine exhaust.
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T_}ble E-I.
Time, Time
f4)¢ (h:m:s)
295(30 _:t 1:40
30494 8:28.14
31410 8:43:30
32800 S:06:40
33384 9:16:24
33446 9:17:26
33504 9:18:24
33584 9:19:24
33720 9:22:00
33840 9;24;00
33900 9:2_:4¢
3_960 g:26:00
34020 9:27:00
34080 0:28:00
34140 9:29:00
:_280 Q:31:00
34320 9:32 :O0
37800 10:30:00
38488 10:41:08
882 10:43;02
38880 10:44:20
38710 10:45:10
38760 10:46:00
38850 10;4G:10
39050 10;50:50
39075 10:51;15
39120 10:52:00
39180 10:53:00
39360 10:56:00
39420 10:57:00
39480 10:58:00
39540 10:59:00
39660 1t :01:00
40580 11:18:G0
40820 t1:17:00
40740 11:1_:00
41160 11:28:00
41280 t 1:28:00
CN Concentral]on and Number-Based El as a Function of Test Parameters
Facility
$$DP Sample Source T3, K P3, itm [CN] %CO_ El (CN)
26 180,360 658 15.983 2158756
30 188,360 733 9.938 80000.0 3.18 4.04E_12
32 180,360 668 7,084 12233.3 2.72 0.4_E÷11
35 180,360 512 3.240 195773.7 1.81 4.02E+13
37.38,40-49 PIO 733 11,872 207757 3,34 2.74E+12
37,38,40-49 Pt t 733 11.872 4112.3 &39 5.35E+i t
37,38,40-49 P12 733 11,872 6316 7 3,40 8.20E.11
37,38,40-49 P13 733 11.872 82747.8 3.10 5.89E+12
37,36,40-49 P14 733 1t.872 89_95 6 230 8.89E+12
37,36,40.49 P33 733 11.872 109225.5 1.78 1.33E÷13
37.38,40-49 P32 733 11.872 38304.2 2.90 2.86E+12
37.38,40.49 P31 733 t t .872 80732.3 3.f_ 4.77E+12
37.38,40-49 P_O 733 11.872 121811.0 3,7t 7.09E+12
37.38,40-49 P29 733 11.872 59469.0 3.44 3.74E+12
37.38,40-49 P28 733 11.872 96157.8 3.30 6.20E÷12
37,38,40-4t} 180 733 tl.872 70798._ 3.46 4.36E÷12
37,38,40-49 360 733 11.872 148450.1 3.37 9.30E+12
37,38,40.49 FUll Cross 733 I1.872 90581.3 3,43 8.04E+12
37.38,40-49 90,270 733 11.872 155273,3 3.42 1.3BE÷l 3
37,38,40.49 P19 733 1 '1.872 75581.9 332 6.01E+I 2
37.38,40-49 P20 733 11.872 146161 5 3.38 8.65E+12
37.38.40.49 P21 733 11._72 145327.1 3.58 _.12E÷12
37,38,40.49 P22 733 11,872 148319.2 3.58 8.26E_12
37,38,40-49 P23 733 11,872 131285.6 2.70 9.70E÷12
37,3_,4(T49 P24 733 11.8"12 109860 1 1,37 1.80E÷13
37,38,40-49 P8 733 11.872 145982.3 1,79 1.82E_,13
37.38,40-49 P5 733 I1.872 1487{t5.4 2.67 1.1_.E+13
37,38,40..49 P4 733 11,872 149829.8 3.27 9.35E+12
37,38,40-A9 P3 733 1t.872 151509,3 3,47 8.70E+12
37,38,4(_49 P2 733 11,672 153150,7 3.41 8.9_E÷12
37,3fj,40-49 Pf 733 11,872 150385.2 3.30 g.08E+12
37,38,40-4g 90 733 tt.872 t5354_.8 3,28 9.33E+!2
37,38,40-4g 270 733 _1.872 153132.0 3.44 8.67E+12
51,52 360 768 13.334 143172,7 3,83 7.86E+t2
5;,52 180 765 13.334 144264,7 3,73 7.71E+12
51,52 360,180 785 13,334 1531 t 0,8 3,85 7.88E+12
54,55 360,180 008 14,578 155048.7 4,03 7.24E+12
54.55 180 808 t4,578 t5751i).3 4,11 7.15E÷12
AH, kxn
7.6
7.8
7.8
9.1
9._.
9.1
9,1
9.1
9.t
9.1
9.1
.9,1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9.1
9A
_.1
9.1
9,1
g.1
9.1
0.1
9.1
9.1
91
g.1
9.1
9,1
9.1
9,1
9.t
9.1
9,1
9.1
iJ,t
9.1
9.1
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Table E-1. Continued
Time, T_, FKIIIty
Iec {h:m:s) 8$DP _llmplo 8_,_rcs 1"3, K P3, a_
41370 1t _9:30 54,55 180 808 14.576
41460 1t:31:00 54,55 360 608 14.576
42180 11:43:00 57,_=8 380 671 8.779
42380 11:48:60 57,58 360 671 8.779
42480 11:_:00 57,$6 180 871 8.779
42600 11:50:60 57,58 360,180 871 8.779
43500 12:0_:00 60-84 360,180 727 8.300
43580 12:06:0(} 80.84 380 727 8.300
43700 12:0_:20 60-64 I80 727 8.300
44430 12:20:30 60._4 360,180 727 8,300
44520 12:22:00 60-64 360 727 8.300
44(_00 12:23:20 60.04 t60 727 8.300
44640 12:24:00 80-84 PIO + P26 727 8.300
44700 12:25:00 B0-_4 Ptl + P29 727 8.300
44780 12:2_:00 80_4 P12 + P30 727 B.300
44820 12:27:00 80-64 P13 ÷ P31 727 8.300
/_,4il_ 12:29:00 60-64 P13 + I:)31 727 8.300
4/_200 12:50:00 68,87,68 360,180 786 9.1099
463_ 12:53:00 68,87,86 _0 786 9,099
4_40 12:54:00 66,67,88 180 7_ 9.0_9
4_500 12:85:00 68,67,68 360,180 766 0.099
4_820 12;57:00 68,87.88 380 768 9.099
46700 12:58:20 68,67.88 180 766 9.099
4_760 12:59:20 68,07,68 3G0,18n 7_ I).099
47960 13:19:20 71,72 360,180 (_8 0.331
4114)60 t3:21:00 71,72 _0 865 8.331
48120 t3:22:00 71,72 160 665 8.331
46180 13:23:00 7t,72 380,180 685 8.331
E0330 13:56:50 79 160,360 871 4.0tl
51420 14:17:09 83,64 180,360 764 5.648
53610 14:53:30 86-94 PIO 733 18,741
83_40 14:64:00 88-84 P11 733 111,741
83700 44:58:00 8_-94 P12 733 18.7_1
53760 14:56:00 66-84 P13 733 t8.741
$38a0 14:58:00 IkB-1_4 P14 733 18.741
&3_O 14:89:10 68.64 P33 733 16.741
84020 48:00:20 86-94 P32 733 t8.741
54060 18:0t:00 (b6-94 P31 733 t0.741
_ck3 _;co_ E, (cN) A_. km
127575,9 4.11 5.79E÷12 9.1
12_59,0 4.01 5.61E+12 9,1
91527.1 2.70 7.16E+12 9.1
78689.._ 2.70 _.98E+12 9.1
41_427.3 2.77 3.53E_12 9.!
7_96.4 2.71 6.13E_.12 9.1
82201.4 3.53 8.25E+t2 I2.2
_688.6 3.40 6.85_÷12 12.2
145266,9 3.54 1.10E÷13 12.2
183217.0 3.._3 1.42E÷13 12.2
416t75.7 3.40 1.05E÷13 12.2
1(}6_33.9 3.54 1.29E*13 122
145623,0 3,42 1.17E+13 12.2
129095.5 3.53 9,60E+12 t2.2
102885.,_ 3.51 7,69E+12 12.2
107503.8 2.31 1._'8E÷13 12.2
119107.2 2.31 1.3_E_13 12.2
112329.5, 3.70 1.(_E÷13 12.2
164318.1 3.70 !.33E+13 12.2
193_t.2 3.70 1.57E+13 12.2
176300.9 3.70 1.23E÷13 12.2
148296.8 3.70 1.03E,_13 12.2
199163.9 3.70 t.39_+13 12.2
163862,2 3.70 1.14E+13 12,2
50550.8 2.98 6.34E+12 12.2
2_089.6 2.98 2.34E+12 t2.2
20879.6 2.98 2.22E*12 12.2
2434_1.8 2.98 2,_;9E÷12 t2.2
I1900.0 3,48 1.52E÷12 15.2
340000.0 3.98 3.79E÷ t 3 15.3
223584.4 3.1_ 1,35E_,13 3.1{$L6)
212168.0 3.29 1.23E+13 3.1(,SL$)
198187.9 3.25 1.tS_+13 3.1(8LS)
t_4831.7 2.43 1.441E÷43 3.1(SLY)
1_,_344.3 1.39 2.H)E÷13 3.1($LS)
97818.1 1.39 1,3_E÷13 3.1(8LS)
2t1030,0 2.43 1,87E+13 3.1(8LS)
230739.0 3.25 1.37E+13 3.1(SLS)
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Table E-I. Concluded
Time, Time Facility
N= {h:m:$) S_DP Sample Source T3, K P30 ¢tm
54120 15:02:00 _ _ P30 733 18.74t
54180 15:03:00 86.94 P29 733 18.741
5,_250 15:04:10 _-94 P28 733 18.741
54375 t5:06:15 86-04 180 733 18.741
54420 15:07:(J0 86-94 350 733 18.74 t
54480 15:08:00 86-94 180,360 733 18,741
57280 15:54:40 86-94 P19 733 18.741
57320 t 5:55:20 86-04 P20 733 18.741
573,,60 15:56:00 86-94 P21 733 18.741
57420' 15:57:00 86-94 P22 733 18.741
57550 15:59:10 86-94 P;3 733 18.741
57810 16:00;10 86-.eA. P24 733 18.741
57875 I 6:01:15 88.94 P6 733 18.741
57750 '98:02:30 88-9,(- P5 733 18.7_1
57780 18:03:00 88-94 P4 733 15.74t
57840 18:04:00 80-94 P3 733 18.74.1
57900 16:005 88,04 P2 733 'l 8.741
57960 18:0_:00 86-94 P1 733 18.741
59100 16:25:00 08,98 380 _9 t 3.330
59850 18:37:30 100,101 360 651 12041
50880 16:38:00 100,t01 180 651 12.04t
59940 t6:39:00 100.101 360,180 651 12.041
603_0 16:_6:00 103,t04 360 526 _.158
80420 16:47:00 103.,t04 180 380,180 528 5.158
60960 16:56:00 105,108 3 ",0 517 4.766
81020 16:57"00 105,106 180 517 4.760
61620 17:_7:00 108,109 3,_,,0,180 762 2..1._,73
61740 17:00:00 108,109 360 762 2.1.473
81800 "17:10:(_ 108,t09 180 762 21,473
_,2280 17:18:00 11f,112,t13 360,180 88t 30.458
62400 17:20:00 111,112,113 380 861 _0.458
82480 17:21:00 111.112,113 180 881 30.458
238004.6
220117.0
188277.1
235153.8
217029.7
2103156
236441,9
263850.1
256050.3
244430.3
210031,9
142027.9
1_,53_1.1
164247.0
196426.0
2;12583 2
253221.3
190684.3
391127.1
279557.7
229123.8
189375.1
34077.3
15605.2
507454.3
437381.1
328168.1
417273.6
273898.7
2513475.3
378987 5
315494 3
%COz
3.29
3.16
3.09
3.09
312
3.13
3.06
3.14
3.28
3.27
2.17
0.82
1.03
2.12
3.07
324
317
3.37
2.54
2.43
2.41
2.44
1.47
"1.48
1.42
1.41
3.33
3.32
3.20
4.29
4.28
4.24
ea(CN) Aft,
1.37E÷13 3.1($L$)
1.33E÷13 3.1(SLS)
1.t6E÷13 3.1($LS)
1.45E+13 3.1(SLS)
1.33E÷13 3.1(SLS)
1.27E÷t3 3.1{$L$)
1.92E+13 3.1(SLS)
1.60E+13 3.1($LS)
1.49E+13 3.1(SLS)
1.42E+t3 3.1(SLS)
1.84E+13 3, I(SLS)
3.3_E.÷13 3.1(SLS)
3.06E_' 13 3.1(SLS)
1.4_E+13 3.1(SLS)
1,23E'_ 13 3.t($LS)
t.28E+13 3.1(SLS)
1.56E÷t3 3.t($L$)
1.10E÷13 3.1(SLS)
2 gBE+13 3.1(SLS)
2.28E* 13 3.1(SLS)
1.89E+13 3.1(SLS)
1.49E,+ t3 3.1(SLS)
4.39E+12 3.1(SLS)
2.43E+12 3 I(SL,_)
8.20E+13 3.1 (SLS)
7.20E÷13 3.1(SL$)
1.81E+13 3.1(SL$)
2.3;E÷13 3.1($LS)
1.58E÷13 3 1($L$)
1.08E÷13 3.1(SLS)
1._,4E+13 3 1($L_)
1.38E+13 3 I(SLS)
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APPENDIX F
OII-UV LASER ABSORPTION SYSTEM
C. W. Brasier
J. A. Drakes
R, P. Howard
F-I.O INTRODUCTION
A laser absorption system was it_stalled in the test cell during the NASA test sequence as part
of an ongoing effort to increase the diagnostic capability of A EDC. This effort represented the first
turbine test cell entry of the AEDC UV laser measurement system. Consequc:ntly, the majority of
the effott was aimed at understanding the dynamics of the test cell interaction_ with the laser
system, even though a high priority was placed on lhe acquisitiort of data on OH concentration lev-
els during this t:ngine test period. Although OH absorption was not directly observed in the exhaust
flow, the data are usefifl in Ihat upper bounds to the OH concentration may be discerned fronq the
detection threshold.
F-2.0 METHOD
The procedure for conducting and interpreting an ahsorptkm mea._urement is well
e._.tablished. For this applicatio_, a primary assumption wa,, that the flow field was spatially uniform
acr_._s the entire exit plane. In that case, the number density, N,, of the OH in a given rotational state
is detem:fined by the absorption out of that state, denoted ;as 1, to, an upper state, denoted ns 2, via,
[ c: j]-'Ik,,d,, (F-I)
where g, and g_ represent the state degeneracies, A2j is the Einstein coefficient lot the, transition, v,
is the frequency of the tr,msition, and k,. is the absorption coefficient given by
,(,o
In tt_i.s expression, I,, refers to the measured incident laser intensity, I refers to the measured
laser intensity after passing through the media. L refers to the physical path length of the media, and
1;,.is the spectral tran.,,mi_sion.
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For this application, no absorption profiles were observed, so an assessment of the threshold
detection was made. First, the absorption data from the individual laser frequency scans were aver-
aged together and the nominal peak-to-peak noise was noted. To be conservative, the peak-to-peak
noise variation was considered to be the largest possible signal due to OF.t absorption which could
be present in the data. In other words,
r
_,,oL ,<_5_p(k,.L) (F-3)
The peak height of the absorption line can be expressed as
2
.l___2e"{ I - erf(a)}
kv o S (F-4)
where S is referred to as the line strenglh, which is simply the frequency integral of Eq. (F-2). The
line strength can be directly converted into the state specific number density of the lower, absorbing
state, N, and the Einstein coefficient of the transitions (i.e., A_), threugh Eq. (F- !). For this work,
the Einstein coefficients were taken from first-principle calculations. In Eq. (F-4), a is the broaden-
ins parameter, which was taken as 0.2 for this work. Note that the results are extremely insensitive
to the value of a chosen. The remaining parameter is the Doppler width of the .,;pectral line, "to,
which is dependent on the gas static temperalure. The appropriate repowled temperature measure-
ments from the probe data were used _o determine Yt_.Furthermore, the characteristic path length,
L, was taken from the half-height points of the pressure profiles. Thus, by combining these factors
with Eq. (F-3), it was pos,;ible to define an upper limit to the state specific number density.
In order to determine the total OH density from the state specific upper limit, the partition
function was evaluated under the guiding assumption that the rotation_,l and translational modes
were in at least near equilibrium with each other, implying that the above probe temperatures could
I:e used. The total OH(X) density then follows as
N_Q(T)
No_ = glexp(_EllkT), (F-5)
where Q(T) is the temperature-dependent partition function.
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F.3.0 APPARATUS
Experimentally, the rneasurement followed tile standard procedure for an amplitude-
modulat¢_ absorption m¢;asureraent, with a few modifications specific to this application. Shown
in Fig. F-I is a scilematie of the experimental setup used for the Oit absorption nteasurements.
The system consisted of a continuous wave Coherent 699-21 scanning ring dye laser pumped by
a Cohere:at INNOVA-400 argon-ion laser. Using Kiton Red laser dye, an intra-cavity Lithium
Niobate frequency doubling crystal, and a pump laser power of 8 W at a wavelength of 514.5 am,
the ring laser ¢_utput was nominally 3 mW single frequency at a wavelength of 306 am. The
frequency_doubled dye laser wavelength could be tuned over a wavelength range of approximate-
ly 304 nm to 327 nm with a frequency iinewidth on the order of 500 kHz, which corresponds to
a wavelength re.solution of roughly 1.5 × 10 -_ nm a_ 306 am. The dye la_er output frequency could
be scanned + 30 GHz about the selected absorption line of the OH molecule. A reference signal
from the laser controller rcpre:;enting the laser frequency scan range was recorded by the data
acquisiti_n system.
A Burleigh wavemete, r, model WA-10, ;and an OH discharge tube were included in the
setup to provide laser diagnostic instrumentation. The wavemeter provides a convenient method
of monitoring the fundamental laser wavelength, centered about 612 am, during initial aliEnment
and laser wavelength selection wi_h a wavelength resc_lution of 0.003 ran. The fr_.;quency-douhled
output of the dye laser was directed onto a retractable mirror which, when placed in the beam
path, direct:_ the beam to the OH discharge tufye for additional verification of the proper laser
wavelength Once the O11 ab:_orption feature from the OH discharge tube was verified, the
retractable mirror was removed, and the beam was then passed through a chopper wheel
operating at IA kttz and focused t_nto a 3O-m, 200-1_m core diameter UV grade multitnode fiber
optic cable for delivery to the test cell.
The beam arrangement in the test cell is shown _,;chematically in Fig. F-2. At the filx;r optic
output the beam was split. Approximately 5 percent of the b_:am was directed onto a Hamamatsu
! P28 photomultiplier tube with a UV-t:nhanced photocathode for re.cording the laser power exiting
the fiber optic cable. The photomultiplier output was passed through a pre-amp and a Stanford
Re,arch. model SR-250 lock-in amplifier referenced to the 1.4-.kHz chopper fi:equency and
recorded in the data acquisition system. This reference signal was remotely monitored from the
laser room so that minor adjustments to the I:mer beam alignment as it entered the fiber optic cable
could be made in order to optimize the throughput.
After passing through the beam splitter in the test cell, the majority of the beam was directed
across the nerbine engine exit plane and onto n Hamarnatsu 1P28 photomultiplier tube with UV-
enhanced photocathode and pre..amp to provide the OH absorption measurement. The pro-amp out-
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put was directed to a second Stanford Research model SR-250 lock-in amplifier referencc.d to the
1.4-kHz chopper frequency and recorded by the data acquisition system.
The data acquisition ._ystem consisted of a Data Translatioll 16-channel 12-bit A/D board
inside a microcomputer. The laser frequency scan width, the fiber optic reference power, and the
absorption signal were all recorded by this unit. During the OH measurement the laser frequency
scanned a frequency interval of _: 30 GHz in 2.5 sec per scan. The data from the reference photo-
multiplier tube, the absorption photomultiplier tube, and the laser scan width were each sampled at
1.0 kHz during the data acquisition period.
F.4.0 RESULTS
One result wa_ glaringly evident from this me;tsurement effort: the OH density at the exit
plane was below the sensitivity threshold of the absorption system. System cross-checks, such as
verifying the wavelength setting with the OH discharge lamp, during these measurements indicated
that the entire system wa,; fnnetkming properly. Yet, no discernible trace of OH absorption, was
detected even though the strong Q_ lines were monitored. This was true regardless of the altitude
and engine power settings throughout th,_ test period.
An effort was made to estimate the upper bound of the OH number density for the higher
power settings of the 9.! -k,m altitude using the algorithm described above. The calcul_tional results
are _'_hown in Table F-I. From the variety of lines measured, it is clear that the ,pper bound to the
maximum OH number density is nominally 10 n cm-.L
REFERENCE
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Table F-1. Estimates of Maximum Ott Number Density at the 9.1-kin Condition
T3 K Line Measured Maximum OH, cm -_
671 Q,(5) 1El2
733 Q!(2) IEi2
Q,(3) 2EI2
Q:(4) 2E12
Q,(5) 2E!2
Q(6) IEI?
765 Q;(4) 3El l
808 Qt(4] 5El 1
Tht_me, A P. Slwrts,,ph',tws, f?.hapman and H_II. 197_.
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